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Introduction
The early 1830' s sa.w the rise of tl!3D movements within
the Methodist Episcopal Church which were destined to make the
nation's largest Protestant body a battleground for the slavery
controversy. The first one was the inauguration of plantation
missions in the South and the other was the rise of modem abolitionism in New England. These two efforts arose independently
of each other; they were to a great extent products of their environment; and they represented conflicting views of the slavery
question.
The middle 1830's \~tnessed the collision of these two
movements within the l-lethodist Church. The bishops, fearing dis ..
union and a consequent disruption of the church's program, took
a conservative position on the Slavery issue. They were determined to keep the abolitionists from rocking the boat. The
methods employed by the church officials to implement the 1836
General Conference resolutions on abolitionism gave rise to a
controversy over conference rights. The 1840 General Conference
rulings on the nel" issue were interpreted as a decisive defeat
for the abolitionist forces.
The road to disunion may be dated f'J!'Om that 1840 General Conference. Certain events. same of them beyond the control of the Methodist Episcopal Church, served to move the conservatives over to the abolitionist camp. The South, now a definite m1rtorlty. chose secession as the necessary course for them
to follow.
This study 1s conceJtT.l4d with the slavery controversy
within the Methodist Episcopal Church from 1828 to 1844. Its
purpose is: to trace the development of the events which led to
the schism in 1844; to place the slav~ry controversy within the
1

2

perspective of the total church program; to detet:mine why the
conservatives in the church changed positions during the years
1840 to 1844; to present some conclusions about the controversy.
The slavery controversy can only be understood in the
frameM)rk of the church' s total program.. To know nothing concerning the denomination's extensive program of mi.sion. aDd edu
cation for these years mu.t of necessity leave one with a distorted picture of the actual situation. The bishops of the
church were concerned about the lack of fl1nds for the missions
to the Indians, Negroes, immigrants, and new settlements in the
West. The new colleges and seminaries were in dire need of endowments. Consequently, the leaders of the church made their
decisions on the slavery question through the eyes of the Whole
purpose and program of the church. The slavery issue was not
considered as an isolated problem. In fact, they did not regard
it as their responsibility at all. Slavery was a civil institution and as such, it was outside the church's domain. The
church's task was of a spir1tual nature, namely, miSSions, religious education, and the training of its clergy.
This subject is relevant to the study of the slavery
question. In the first place, the antislavery campaign was more
than an intellectual crusade for reform, it was also a religious
movement. Barnes and Dumond have amply indicated that the antislavery campaign was an appeal to the consciences of men to reform their society and that this appeal received its heartiest
and most ~pathetic acceptance in the areas visited by the Finney revival. Religious leaders were the most outspoken proponents for the cause. l Barnes contends that the religious revi-

3
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vals released a mighty ~pulse toward social refo~.- Significantly, the scriptural argument was not only the earliest argument used by the pro-slavery proponents but it was more widely
used than any other. The Bible was the cornerstone on which the
religious element in the South built the moral defense of slavery and pro-slavery men 1n the political sphere rested their
justification ffupon the high ground of scriptural revelation. tt3
Religion played a prominent role in American life duri.ng this period. All of the reform efforts were colored 'tdUh

religious qualities.

Tocqueville. after observing American in-

stitutions, contended th..1.t there was no country 1n the l«lrld
where Christianity had such an influence over the souls of men
as in America. 4 One author, after making a careful study of
this period. concluded that the American clergy played a more

dominant role than dld religion. He offered some Lmpress1ve
evidence for his contention that "almost no other single class
or group exerted as much prolonged and varied influence u~n
American thought and society as did the American clergy.u
Daniel Webster paid tribute to the role of the American clergy
in shaping soeiety.6 A number of the religious leaders were

4

aware of the responsibility of the church. Nathan Bangs, chief
spokesman for the Methodist preachers prior to the 1844 rupture
within the Methodi st Church, warned the New England audiences
that their denomination was "the chief religious and, in a sense
the chief social tie bettveen the northern and southern states. tI 7
The political leaders of this nation took a liveLy interest in the struggle going on vdthin the Methodist Episcopal
Church and the resultant division of that great body. Governor
Hanmon, in his message to the South Carolina Legislature,. in
December, 1844, said: UWith becoming spirit the patriotic Methodlsts o! the South dissolved all connection with their brethren
of the North, and for this they are entitled to lasting honor
and gratitude from us.,,8 Henry Clay, in a letter dated April 7.
1845, referred to the schism of the Methodist Church. He did
not say that the church split '«)uld produce a dissolution of the
political union of the states but the example n~uld be fraught
with imminent danger." His concern was registered in these
words: "Indeed, scarcely any public occurrence has happened for
a long time that gave me 80 much real concern and pain as the
menaced separation of the church by a line throwing all the free
states on one side and all the slave states on the other.,.9
Calhoun and Webster mournfully recognized the possible
future consequences of the church schism. Calhoun. in a speech

7 Abel Stevens, heMp. BanSI. (New York: Carlton and
Porter, 1863), p. 316.
8 Charles Elliott, H&s;gr.r1J~§ tb§
t g!,~'Hilgn,
(Cincinnati: S-wormstedt & Company,
), p.
2,
•

Gsa

9 James M. Buckley, H1ftQ~-Q' M9th9d~ffi' tD &be
Yl\&tgd aka"!!I. (New Yorio Christ an iterature,7, p. 129.

.
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delivered in the Senate on March 4, 1850 referred to the split
of the Ifpowerful Methodist: Episcopal Church." To Calhoun, the
ehutch represented the strongest of the ties t-1hieh bind the
states together. With apprehension for the future of the political union, he observed that the powerful forces which held the
lo'lethodist denomination together had "not been able to resist the
explosive effect of slavery agitation. ulO Webster, some three
days later, in his speech for the Constitution and the Union.
expressed his sentiments on the Methodist tragedy. Concerning
the influence of the Methodist Church, \.Jebster said that "he
looked upon that religious denomination as one of the great
props of religion and morals throughout the country, from Maine
to Georgia, and westmrd to our utl'rlost 't<Jestem country. n ll
The histor:," !ino nature of the Methodist Church in
America is the final reason for the significance of this subject
I t was the most successful of the churches in follow.Lng the
population as it moved westt>18rd. l2 The first denomination to
form a national organization was the Methodist Church. 13 I t was
the first religious body to insert in its constitutional law a
recognition of the new government, enforcing patriotism on its
constituents. 14
•
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During the early decades of the nineteenth century. th
Methodist church could boast of taking the lead in the expansion
of membership.1S The church possessed a very efficient organization to t.Jhich many have credited its unusual success. While
it practiced a monarcm.ca,l form of government, the church pro ...
claimed a democratic message, one of free Will and grace. It
emphasized the eq'J.Slity of all men. The ministers \'<1ere close to
the masses of the people and had relatively little influence
among the aristocratic classes, North or South. 16
Finally. no other church has been 9t) largely influenced by the presence of the Negro in American life than has the
Hethodist Church. Its history in this regard 1s unique and
se1"\feS to make it a most interesting subject for a ease study of
the slavery controversy.. The Methodists \~re the earliest of
the churches, other than the Quakers, after the separation from
England t to take a definite anti-slavery attitude .. 17 Alfred
North Wb1tehead credited the Methodists with one supreme achieve
ment, namely, "They made the conception of the brotherhood of
man and of the importance of men, a vivid reality. They had pro
dnced the final effective force which hereafter made slavery impossible among progressive races. ,,18 The !-1ethodist Church thus
presented a tightly-knit organizat1on with a wam humanitarian
impulse.

tB5

15 John F. Hurst,
~iakOf7 Qg Heth~;!smt 7 vols.,
(New York: Eaton and Ma1ns~, Vo~ V. t P.
• In 1844,

the "lethodists had l,139,7A7 communicants and 12,000 preachers.
16 Anson Phelps Stokes, c~~ ,~ ~A'f ~a the ~~ted
ijsetel, 3 vols •• (New York: Harpers, ·5, Va. f. t pel ~
17 Clifton E. Olmstead, lliskPD' gf Re1i,g'tD '=11
¥~8;~
(Engle'WOod Cliffs, New Jersey: Prent ae Ha,

;:8H!:

Re

18 Alfred North ivl1itehead, AdXIDt'IJAcl 2£ ld~ACb (1-18cmillan, 1933), p. 28.
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The Hew England Methodists were among the best $UP-porters of the abolition movement. Barnes contends that the
l1ethodists ane! Baptista made up the strength of the abolition
can:tp. Iit10re than tvA) ... thirds of all the abo11tiolusts in New
Englt~d uere either I'1.ethodist or Baptists. 11 19 Significantly,
the Hcthodists in the South ~1ere the tllOst a.ctive in providing
religious instruction for the Negroes. nle Lutheran Church paid
tribute to the t'icthodists trj admitti.ng that the principal ;;.;ork
done during IIslavery days for the christianizing of the colored
race was done by the MetoofJist Episcopal Chur~h.1I20 The Presbyterians added their note of commendation of the fine manner in
wi:1ich the H.cthodists have ministered to the col.ored population.
They conceded that there was no other denOll'l1nation n so fully devoted to th1a particular field. ,,21
Throughout this study. the term new or modem abolitionism will be used to designate that movement lI1hich arose in
rie~7 England in the early 1830' s and was identified with Garrison
and the Liak!ra;PE- It called for immediate and uncompensated
emancipation. Slavery \..ss ualways, everywhere, and only sin. n
Conservatives or moderates will be used to identify those tvtthin
the Methodist Church ,'*'0 took the position that sla,r~~ry 'IilaS not
a slnunder certalncircumstanees. They believed that slavery
was evil and looked forward to the day when all slaves would be
emancipated.. As long as slavery was a civil institution protected by the laws of the states, there was nothing the church

19 Barnes. Am;1-.Sl-5tle a
20

Tbil

Lu~b.f.mn

ImJiNl~!sh p.

91.
{(J:m.ish RmtUi. (1890), Vol. IX.,

i>
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could do to overttlrow it. Consequently, for this faction, the
mission of the church was to chr1.stianize both master and slave.
The tetms, Methodist Church and Methodist Episcopal Chureh "Jill
be considered synonymous, although the latter t~S the correct
name of the denomination during the period under discussion.
The scope of this study will be limited to the years
1828 to 1844. For the purpose of a clearer understanding of the
struggle during these years, the first chapter will give a historical background of the church's polity. program, and problems
up to the starting date of 1828. This year seems to be the most
appropriate point of departure S~ a number of reasons. Andrew
Jaclu;on·s election to the presidency marked the rise of the common man and from this class, the Methodist Church t«Jn most of it
converts. \~ithin the Methodist Cb1lrch, tt was; a period of calm
for the slavery question so that it offers a good vantage point
to review the situation before the controversy erupted and passions obscured the true issues. The year 1828 stands between th
old antislavery movement and the new one. I t is just one year
before the inauguration of the plantation missions to the Negroes. It also marks the beginning of the greatest era of expanSion for the church. 1844 is the terminal poi.nt mainly because the 1844 General Conference was the Conference at Which
the southerners withdrew and fo~ed the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South.
Regarding the method to be employed in this study,
some attention will be given to the political and social setting
for this time span. although on a very lim1tedscale. The Methodist churchmen were not iumune to the influence of economic t
social, and political pressures of their day. Frequently, these
forces have more effect on the 0",,"11,1 s decisions than the issue
at hand. Consequently, the :.~rlmary purpose of this project, is
to present the slavery controversy within the fr_8_.:" of the
total program of the Hethodist Church. The perspective is not

9
limited to the 1-1ethodist Church as an isolated unit of society
but it is the study of the church w.i.thin society and subject to
its influences.

Chapter I.
The Methodist Episcopal Church - 1828
The year 1828 witnessed the election of the first
United States president from the West, Andrew Jackson, and it
marked the rise of the common man. General Andrew Jackson, whil
on his way from Tennessee to Washington to assume the duties of
the presidency, visited the Methodist Church in Washington,
pennsylvania. Significantly, the Methodists had been the most
successful in following the population as it moved westward and
the denomination numbered the greater part of its membership
from among the common people. The fiery Methodist preacher said
he preached to the President as ttl would to any other sinner. ,,1
The 1828 General Conference was the first such ~ather
ing to be held in a city west of the Allegheny Mountains.
This
was a fitting symbol of the Methodist Church which had begun
with the birth of the United States and was rapidly spreading
allover the nation. The past ten years had seen a doubling of
its membership.3 In their address to the 1828 Conference, the
bishops underscored some of the accomplishments of the past four
years. To them. tithe great and extensive revivals of religion
which we have experienced the last three years through almost

Vol.

I.,

1 Alfred Brunson, Wllterp fiooeeE, (Cincinnati: 1879),

p. 344.

2 Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
3 The record for 1818 shows: 190 477 whites; 39}150
colored; 748 preachers. The year 1828: 36{.S62 whites; 6~.383
colored; 1,642 preachers, 19 annual conferences S bishops.
Nathan Bangs, HiltO~Q( thl Me;bgd1fi ~~ilcQtAl ChUrch, 4 vols.,
(New York; G. Lane a
C.B.Tippett.
4 • Va • III., p. 79;
Vol. IV., p. 4.
10
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every part of the work ~ • was an indication tbs t God had raised up
the Methodists to "reform the continent. and spread scripture
holiness over these lands. sA The bishops reviewed the polity,
program, and problems of their grow.l.ng denomination.
The Methodist hierarchy in America closely resembled
the Church of England, maintaining a highly centralized aut~r
ity. A regular gradation of conferences had supervision over
all the interests of the denomination. The General Conference
met quadrennially and was composed of delegates elected by the
annual conferences. It had supreme supervision over all the departments of the church. It elected the bishops and was vested
with full legislative power. I t differed from the United States
Congress in this respect: The latter had only such powers as
were granted to it; the former had all the powers not denied to
it. The term, annual conference, had a twofold meaning: It denoted a geographical location of the church and it was the annual meeting of all the traveling preachers within that connection. This annual gathering formed the administrative and judicial body for the annual conference under the authority of the
General Conference. The district conference had supervisi.on
over the churches in a presiding elder's assigned area; the
quarterly conference over a pastoral charge or a circuit of several preaChing stations.
Similarly, the officers of the church were arranged
under a plan of supervisi.on. The episcopacy consisted of the
bishops who were elected by the General Conference. Their duties included presiding at the General and annual conferences,
fixing the appointments of preachers, changing and suspending
preachers between the sessions of the conferences, traveling
throughout the church and supervising its affairs. The presiding elder had charge of the preachers within a certain district
which represented a sub-division of an annual conference. He
4

Vol. Ill.

• 382.
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presided at the quarterly conferences. The bishop appointed the
elders and the latter kept the bishop informed of the affairs in
his area. The bishops and elders decided all matters of law.
An elder's decision could be appealed to the bishop and that of
the bishop could be appealed to the General Conference. Travellng elders and traveling preachers were synonymous terms. Below
the elder was the local preacher who had charge of one church
or a circuit of several small churches. The amallest unit in
the church was the local society, or church, with its congregation. its classes, class-leaders, stewards, exhorters, trus~
!tees, and Sunday school super:lntendents. Consequently, there
was a tightly-knit system of supervision which reached into eve
part of the expanding denomination. S
The opttmistic report of the bishops to the 1828 General Conference was representative of the spirit of Methodism
. during the 1820' s. During this decade, many new projects were
initiated. the C!u:i1Si.M Admgat', a weekly periodieal. then
less than two years old coul.d boast of having the largest circulation of any periodical in the United States. 6 Several other
weekly magazines were to be introduced within the near future ..
The SUnday School Union was organized on April 2, 1827, to promote the fomation of SAbbath schools and within one year had
7
enrolled over 63,000 students. The adoption and enthusiastic
reception of the report on education at ~hls conference in 1828,

!

S Robert Emory, Hi.;ory ofsth, DiSCiPliperQ kbi ~eth
\New Yol."kt Ioq'S). p. 111+ 1: 5, see,
e a
x.:.:o~~"'~-(opI~,.J:
ew 0 : a
on
.
ps.
, o. • ,
P.
,
,
, ~. 95. Also, see, Matth~w SLmpson, CyclQ21edia
gt tva&bR41 •• (philadelphias Louis H. Everts, l8S3), p. 393.
6 Bangs. HistoEi Qf M;;hqdl§t ChuIkb. Vol. III., p.107.
7 lh1a., p. 34S.
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was indicative of the change in attitude toward institutions of
leaming. For a number of years. the church leaders had encountered much opposition in their plans for a more educated clergy.8
peter Cartwright, evangelist and presiding elder of the Methodist
Church. discounted the need for education when it came to saving
souls. In fact, he felt that theological edvaat10n sometimes
hindered the work of an evangelist. He attributed the gains
made by Methodism to ignorant preachers like himself and minimized the ~~rk done by the "sapienti' ve.1vet-moutlled, downy D.D.·' ,
o
of the period." The bishops of the church had brought about a
change in this approach to the needs of a min1ster and had
launched the greatest college bu11ding era in the history of the
church. 10
The }lethodist Church was actively engaged in an energetic missionary outreach. In the ,ear 1820. the newly organized missionary society became an integral part of the church-,
pm gram. Its plans for the future were to include missions to
....
all nations: "Our views are DOt restricted to our own nation or
color; we hope "the aborigines of our country; the Spaniards of
South Amenca t the French of Louisiana and Canada will be comprehended ln the field of labour of our zealous misslonaries. u ll
A number of miSSions had been established among various Indian
nations. The first miSSionary for the Methodists to minister to

p. 6. 7.

8 ~.t p. 107.
9 Peter Cartwright,

AlI~biq&IapbYJ

(New York: 1856),

10 M@~hqdist~f:~~' (New York: 1828), Vol. II.,
p. 274; also, Sweet, _________ iD AmeriCA. p. 211.
11 Bangs, "1skotz of ~2;bRgilt ,hursb. p. 89.
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the Indians was John Stewart, born of free parents in Powhatan
County, Virginia. Stewart established a mission among the Wyandot Indians on the Upper Sandusky River in Ohio. His interpreter was another Negro, Jonathan Pointer, who had been captured
on the Kanawha when a boy.12 Some of the converts were 'Between
the-Logs', one of the chief counsellors of the Wyandot Indians.
Mononcue, Hicks. and Scuteash. 13 By 1828, missions had been
organized among the Cherokees and Creeks in Georgia, the Choctaws in Mississippi, the Onondagas in New York, and the Mohawks
in Canada. Methodist missions were established among the Dutch
on the east side of the Hudson; the Welsh of the western part of
New York state; in the Northwestern part of Ohio and in certain
areas of the state of Michigan. The bishops could report to
that 1828 General Conference that "vast regions of country have
been formed into circuits and embraced in our regular work.,,14
During the past years. the church had been disturbed
by two important issues. Since 1816, there had been controversies centering around the episcopacy, presiding elderships. and
the rights of the laity. Under the circuit system and the plan
of representation for the conferences, the laymen had no representation and the clergy had nothing to say about the electio.n
of their presiding elders. Small factions, from time to time.
had agitated for a more democratic form of government. The bish
ops looked upon such attempts as dangerous and radical. By 1828

12 Holland N. McTyeire, Y!Bt~rz of ~ethodilm. (Nashville: Southern Publishing House,
3 t p. 5 7.
13 Bangs, Histpty gf Hetbodls k Church. p. 166, 352.
14 lRi£., p. 383.
15 Simpson, Cvslopaed~a of Methgdism, p. 125.

,.....
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small group of agitators who advocated greater freedom in the
church government proceeded to acts of ecclesiastical insubordination, bringing on themselves the discipline of the church.
Whereas a small number of the dissatisfied members left the
church, most of the Methodists accepted the decision of the
church and continued to work for the expansion of the Methodist
far
Church. So a.
numbers were concerned, Simpson contends that the
secession trscarcelyoccasioned
a ripple on the surface. The
'
church. united, compact, and powerful was prepared for greater
triumphs in the future. ,,15 Although many Methodists stlll hoped
for a church government with more freedom, the issue did not become divisive.
The slavery quest1.on had troubled the church since its
1ncept1.on. In order to place the slavery issue and its connection with the church in its proper perspective, it is necessary
to study the background of both institutions. First, it must be
noted that slavery was in this country one hundred fifty years
before the Methodist Church. As the church grew it was suscep·
tible in a degree to the force of the diverse and changing sentiments of the country on the slavery issue. Slavery was a civil
institution protected by the eonstitution and the laws of several southern states. Furthermore, during the latter part of
the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, a
great change had come over the country relative to the slave problem. Between the years 1776 and 1804, seven of the northern
states made plans for emancipation. Whereas in 1808 every northern state bad abolished slavery, no southern state had done so.
Needless to say, the slavery issue in 1828 had, by virtue of
these developments, become somewhat complicated for the Methodist Church. As of 1828, a number of states did not allow slavery. There were others in which it was allowed and there were
slaves, but the tendency of the laws and the minds of the majority of the people favored emancipation. There were other states,
however, in which slavery existed so universally and was $0
a
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closely associated with the other civil institutions that the
laws prohibited emancipation. A great number of the people in
such states held it to be treasonable to talk of emancipation.
The Methodist Church had constituents in all of these states.
Its practice of speaking with a united voice only served to further complicate the problem.
I t is important to note that the Methodist church in
its early years was largely confined to the colonies south of
Pennsylvania. Prior to 1828. all the General Conference sessions were held in the city of Balttmore. Between 1777 and 1783,
there was no appointment of ministers to areas north of New Jersey. During the early years, the church continued to expand
much more rapidly in the South than it did in the North. 16 Furthexmore, the church had always maintained a policy of non-interference in the political affairs of the nation. In 1784. a
rule went into the gisciRl&PI insisting on the loyalty of all
17
Methodists to the laws of the federal and state governments.
This was the very bedrock of Methodist polity.
From 1784 to 1828, the chureh policy on slavery went
through several revisions. At the Christmas Conference in 1784.
the Methodist Church adopted a rule providing that every slaveholding member must execute a legal instrument agreeing to free
his slaves. All members had to comply with this ruling within
one year or withdraw from the church. This was the most estreme
antislavery legislation enacted by the church until the outbreak
of the Civil War. This rule, however. was suspended within six

•

17 SUl)Il&. p. 4.

17
months. 1S A new provision on slavery was adopted in 1796 with
the hope of restricting slavery within the church. It provided
that official members must agree to emancipate their slaves and
slave sellers were to be expelled. Preachers were to surrender
their positions at once if they refused to free their slaves in
those states where manumission was legal.
In 1800, at the General Conference in .alltimore. a com
mittee wa.appointed to draft proper addresses to the state legislatures calling for the gradual abolition of slavery. Many
such petitions were presented. In 1804 an elaborate plan was
adopted by the church affil1ning the evil of sl~vc~j hut its provisions did not apply to the states of North Carolina. South
Carolina. and Georgia. 19 In 1808 the rule which prevented slav
holding among private members of the church was dropped. leaving
only the traffic in slaves as illegal. The General Conference
of 1816 adopted the tlcompromise law" which became the law of the
church on the subject for a score of years. 1 t confi:t:med the
recon'l'nendation of a committee which found "that in the South and
West the civil authorities render emancipation impracticable and
they are constrained to admit that to bring about such a change
in the civil code as would favor the cause of liberty 1s not in
the power of the General Conference. fI The committee then submitted to the conference this resolution: "Resolved: That no
l

J.

I (

18 This action was taken at the Baltimore annual conference, June 1. 1785. A resolution was passed "recommending
to all our brethren to suspend the execution of the minute on
slavery till the deliberations of a future conference. n
McTyeire, Htstgry g& Methgdiem. p. 380.
19 Buckley, Uintoa pf J1i~dt\., p. 303.

18
slaveholder shall be eligible to any official station in our
church where the 1a\-ls of the st.flte in which he lives mll not
admit of emancipation and permit the liberated slave to enjoy
freedom. tl 20 The official policy t:'f th~ ~hurch on slaveri' conformed to the various state laws and refused to require its members to violate those laws.
In 1828, the General Conference tabled 4 resolution,
which urged the church to deal with the slavery question, without any significant opposition. The status of the slavery issue
up to 1828 was: SlaveJ:y was a great evil; the emancipation of
all slaves had always been the hope of the church but the circumstances must dictate how and when that release from bondage shall
. come. All church members are obligated to obey the civil authorities and the Laws of their respective states. The church did
not require of its members manumission of slaves in those states
,mere the laws prohibited it.
In 1828, the Methodist Episcopal Chureh stood at the
threshold of a most promising future. It was entering upon an
unprecedented era of prosperity. 21 Future plans called for an
expanding program of education; a continuing emphasis on 4 bet....
ter trained clergy; an expansion of missions into all new territories; and one of the most extensive programs of literature of
any religious body in the ~rld. All of this was projected on
the basis that the only business of the church was of a spiritual
nature. Anything which threatened the disruption of this ministry had to be suppressed. Unfortunately. the Methodist Church
was on the verge of a controversy which, within a few years,
would leave it hopelessly divided, Plantation missions and modern abolitionism were destined to make the denoainatlon a battleground fot' the slavery contJ:OVersy.
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gf aeD!£a~ COD(@Ieuc@. p. 169. 170.
21 McTyeire, Hilton pf l1ethc?d1sm, p. 574.
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Chapter II.
Plantation Nissions
In 1829. the southern portion of the Methodist Episcopal Church inaugurated a movement called plantation missions.
The first missions were organized among the plantation slaves of
South Carolina. A wealthy planter and South Carolina statesman,
Charles C. Pinckney, had visited a Georgia plantation and had
observed the good results of the overseer's concern for the spir
itual welfare of the slaves. In the fall of 1828, Mr. Pinckney
called on Dr. Capers, Methodist elder. to inquire if he could
recommend to him a Methodist exhorter. to act as superintendent
of his plantation on Santee. In the early part of 1829, a missionary tvas appointed to serve on the pinckney plantation. l
Plantation missions, however, were not the first attempt of the Methodist Church to reach the Negro. Ever Since
the organization of that denomination. the colored people had
been the objects of its attention. ~Dst of the churches had bal
conies for
the slaves and special
eatehetlcal services were fre,
?
quently held for the slaves.... In 1790 there were 11,682 Negroes
in the Methodist Church. one-fifth of the total membership. In
1828. there were nearly S~.OOO colored members. The progress
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was fairly unifor,m and showed a proportion Which also remained
unifot:nl through the years. The colored people had been served
in the regular circuits and stations up to 1829. 3
This new development within the Methodist Church is
important to the slavery controversy for four prinCipal reasons.
First. it was a further indication of the changing economic pattern of the South and the increasing profitableness of slavery.
The invention afthe cotton gin in 1793 had made it possible for
southern planters to produce profitably both the sea island cotton of the coastal plain and the short-staple cotton which grew
well in the uplands. The profitable nature of cotton culture
and the abundance of uncultivated land on which cotton could be
grown 800n brought a sharp acceleration in the demand for Negroe
to wom cotton plantations. The opening of the river bottoms of
Louisiana to sugar culture had further increased this demand.
A s slavery expanded, the system changed from that of the small
plantation with a few slaves to that of a large plantation with
a gang of enforced labor. 4 By 1829, the doubts concerning the
economic desirability of slavery had vanished before the growth
of cotton culture. 5 The slave states had abandoned their criti-

3 Elliott, Gr'l§ a~selst9n, p. 82.
cftlL
4 Ulrich Bonnell Phillips,
~tayea,
(Gloucester, Massachusetts, 1959), p.
~ p~
~s presents
a survey of the SUpply! employment and control of Negro labor
as determined by the p antation'regLme. Considerable space 1s
devoted to a description of plantations.
5 There was a revolution in southem agriculeure between 1790 and 1830. The invention of spinning and weaving machinery had contributed to the rise of a new cotton market in
England. From 1791 to 1795, the southern states produced over
five million pounds of cotton; from 1826 to 1830, more than
three hundred million pounds. A Negro selling for $300 in 1790
would bring $800 in 1828, and $1200 in 1853. Homer C. Hockett,
rqL!frill
~nQ So_1s ~lSb Q~t8h! feop&! 142,-~825t (New York:
Mac
an ompany, 9
• p.
•
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cism of an enforced labor system and were beginning to defend it
as the sound basis of a social organization. The decision of th
Methodist ctlUrch to establish missions on these large plantation
was, in a sense, an admission of that change and an attempt to
live with it.
Secondly, the plantation missions represented the answer of the church to the slavery question. The church had accepted the validity of the relationship between master and slave
and was attempting to better conditions incidental to that relationship. It was an effort aimed at destroying the evils without abolishing the system. Most of the churches in the South,
including the Hethodist. took the position that slavery was an
institution of the state, and on the principle of separation of
church and state. the ehurch had no business attempting to chang
the order of society. Its business was to ameliorate conditions
and m1.tigate the hardships and cruelt1.as of slavery. It was
thought that the only political role proper for the chureh in a
democratic state was the regu1ationof private conduet. The
church must not seek by organ1.zed action to 1.mpose Christian
principles upon laws and institutions. The church. it was
thought. had no more warrant to preach the overthrow of slavery
than it had to advocate the establishment of a monarchy or the
ov~rthrov; of the republic.
Although the church had no authority
to interfere with slavery as a civil inst1.tution, yet iet had
a definite spln.tual duty t" perform in regard to the personal
relationship of master and slave. 6 The southern churches deplored the restn.ctions placed on this ministry by the plantation owners but they thought themselves powerless to do anything
about it. For example, every southern state except Haryland and

6 tfA Review, The Reli~ous Instruction of the Blacks" ,
Sputhern rrelbx,er1@D Reyie~. Vol. I. (1846), p. 108.
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Kentucky, forbade anyone to teach the slaves to read and write. 7
The plantation owner prescribed the conditions under Which his
slaves could be instructed in ~ellg10n. Rev. William Capers8 in
a letter dated September 7, 1829, referred to the skeptical atti
tude of the owners toward this ne\". venture. "Apprised of the
principal points of jealousy or distrust on the part of the
owners, we proposed to make each plantation a distinct preaching
place, confining our congregations to the Negroes resident on th
spot ... 9 What the owners feared was eormnunication between the
Negroes of the various plantations.
Plantation missions are important to our study because
of the COft8tdexation given to them by the Methodist guides. The
Methodist bishops, both North and South, considered these mi ••
sions to be some of the church' 9 most essential ministry. In
1830, Bisbop Soule wrote, "perhaps we have no wotk on our hands
more important or more diffieul t than this. u lO Some of the most
able men in the denomination were assigned to supervise the t~tk
Dr. Capers, a pioneer in the movement, was a presiding elder in
the South Carolina conference and later a candidate for the office of bishop!l Another leader was James O. Andrews, who became

7 William Goodell, ~~ SlAXe 'Ade, (London. Clark
Beeton and Company, 1853), p. .•
8 Capers_ belonged to one ~f the oldest families in
South Carolina. His father was an educated and 1i-Jea1thy planter.
Capers had a college training and served in the Methodist Church
for nearly fifty years. Pierce, l:i!tl'HiU:U. tIP 1» Geo,~ia, p. 115.
9 Elliott .• "EMt S@Sess1.plh p. 82.
10 ~ •• p. 83.
11 James H. McNeilly fel2.giO~ ADd §!J&Vin. (Nashville:
Methodist Publishing House, l~l " p. 3.
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a bishop of the Methodist Church in 1836.
Finally, the fact that plantation missions became, in
a sense, a point of conflict between the abolitionists and the
leaders of the Methodist Church. makes them important to the
study of the slavery controversy. Virtl1411y every report of the
bishops to the General Conference from this time on emphasized
this endeavor and the necessity of expanding this effort to new
plantations. Dr. Durbin, in an editorial in the CbJj.s;iiA Ag;mca~e And Jpsmal, under the date of February 21, 1834, reported
the tuCde88 of the southern minister in the missions to the
Negroes. This success was credited to the discretion of the missionaries manifested through their obedience to the laws of the
laltd. He then described the nature of the problem:
We are aware it 1s a great and a delicate work; but,
hitherto, our brethren in the South have been w:t.se
to manage it. It would be cruel and w.Lcked to thro"t<1
any obstacle 1n their way; we would not do it for
the ~rld; and many persons and some papers in this
part of the country; for want of understanding the
matter, are not doing the cause of God service, by
saying and publishing such things, as, in the nature
of the case, must tend to shut out the missionaries
from the southern plantations. Discretion and respect toward the condition and institutions of the
South are b1nding on all good and orderly Christians. l2
The leaders within the Methodist Church had reached
certain conclusions on the slavery question by a careful consideration of the experiences of earlier bishops and the sentiments
in the South regarding slavery. The wuthem men were convinced
that this new plantation missionary movement represented the
wisest approach to the problem. Their decision was based, first.
upon the expert.enees of bishops Asbury and Coke. As early as
1785, because of open denunciation of slavery, these two Methodist leaders barely escaped bodily harm at the hands of a hos-

12 Elliott, GIgat S@C$}S§igA.
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tile Virginia mob. On another occasion Coke was indicted by a
grand jury because of his antislavery activity. When Bishop Asbury saw how every act of ecclesiastical interference with a
civil institution provoked new restrictions and prohibitions by
civil power, and blocked up the way of the mi ••ionanes. he recorded in his Journat on February 1. 1809:
We are defrauded of great numbers by the pains that are
taken to keep the blacks from us. Their masters are
afraid of the influence of our prlncir::les. Would not
an amelioration in the condition and treatment of
slaves have produced more practical good to the poor
Africans than any attempt at their emancipatiol'l?<".The
state .of society, unhappily, does not admit of this;
besides, the blacks are deprived of the means of instruction; who will take the pains to lead them into
the _y of salvation. and watch over them that they
may not stray, but the Methodists? Well; now their
masters will not let them come to hear us. What is
the personal liberty of the African, which he may
abuse. to the sllvation of his soul; how may it be
compared? 13
Both Asbury and Coke became more cautious in their public statements. More Significantly, they had discovered that hy advising
the slaves to obey their masters. the masters 'litere thea willing
to listen to what they had to say regarding their duties to the
slaves. The main objective, even in the early days of Methodism,
was to keep the way open for religious instruction of the Negro.
The church leaders were also well aware of the disastrous effects of the slave revolts on Negro missions. All the
leaders of the tgree principal revolts between 1800 and 1831
\V'ere preachers of the "Word of God. 11 In 1800, Gabriel, a slave
of Mr. Prosser of Richmond, Virginia, had conspired with Jack
Bowler, John Soott, and Sam Bird to secure the release of his
kinsman from the yoke
slavery. Gabriel Prosser had a deeply
I
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religious nature and was a student of the Old Testament. He con
sidared himself a child of destiny who was raised up by Jehovah
to bring deliverance to his people. 14 All the whites were to be
ktlled with the exception of the Quakers, Methodists, and French
because "they believed in liberty."lS A number of the citizens
blamed the insurrection on the principles of equality which the
Methodists and Baptists had been preach1ng. 16 Denmark Vesey,
instigator of the 1822 revolt was also a student of the Bible.
He preached to the slaves on the evils of slavery. He urged the
slaves to free themselves by force and told them that God WDuld
help them. The records indicate that the chief participants in
the insurrection were members of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church located in Hampstead. a suburb of Charleston. South Carolina. Rev. Mon1..s Brown, pastor of the church, was forced to
flee to the North. 17 Similarly, Nat Tumer was well-versed in
the teachings of the Bible. He possessed such an acquaintance
with the scrlptures, that the Baptist Church, to which both he
and his master belonged. allowed htm to act as a local preacher.
His duties were to look after the spiritual welfare of the slave
Turner declared that he had been chosen by God to lead the slave
in the 1831 rebellion. 1S It is tmportant to note that these
three leaders took their right to revolt from passages of the
Bible. some of which: had been taught by the white missionaries.
14 Joseph Ceehas Carroll, Sll!e .ns~ec£i¥e§ to tbl
t8QQ-t822, (Boston: Chapman & C eSt~8. p. 49.
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16 1h14•• p. 56.
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tbl H1lt9rv;ogHlthgdilm. (Parthenon Press, 1954),
18 Carroll, Slale IDsurteS;lpQs, p. 130.
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As a result of these slave revolts, not only 'Were slave codes
more harsh. but the missionaries were restricted in their WOD: to
oral inst'tUction of the Negroes. The churches had aroused suspi
cison among the plantation owners that they were promoting revolts. 19 There was an apprehension on the part of the slaveowners that the plantation missions would become centers for the
promotion of antislavery sentiment of the Methodist Church and
thus result in instiTordlnatlon and perhaps in insurrection. 20
The legal restrictions p~hiblted Negro preachers; meetings of
white preachers with Negroes without the slaveowner's permission;
and teaching the Negroes to read and write. 21
The experiences of Methodist missionaries in u.r8t~g
emancipation of the slaves held by the Indians had resulted in
the closing of their missions. Selah B. Treat, conducting an
investigation for the American Board of Missions, found that
slavery had presumably existed among the Cherokees, Choctaws,
and Chickasaws since the middle of the eighteenth century. havin
been introduced through the marriage of Indian women to slaveholding white men. 22 The missionaries for the Presbyterians,
Hethodlsts, and Baptists were accused of preaching abolition to
the Indians and weee forced to leave. Laws forbidding the missionaries to preach abolition or even to teach the slaves, had
been passed by the Cherokees and Choctaws. 23

19 Anson West, Hi.CAry of Hetbpd~§m iD A1.RIm" (Nahhville: 1859). p. 604.
20 1R1Q., p. 598.
21 Carroll. Slave lnsufrections, p. 165.
22 John R. Bodo, The Kr.teltlPt CleriY and Public
(Princeton: 1954), p. t •
23 lh1£., p. 110.
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Finally, the reported success of the Methodist mis.8ion
aries in the West Indies among the slaves had a decided lnfluenc
on the development of the plantation missions in the South. In
fact, the plan in many respects was a duplicate of the West Indian one. As early as 1817. the British Conference of the Methodist Church had drawn up a detailed list of instructions to
govern the conduct of their missionaries in the West Indies.
They were warned to not meddle with political parties or become
involved in secular disputes. Arti~te six of the instructions
stated:
As 1n the colonies in which you are ealled to labor a
great proportion of the inhabitants are in a state of
slavery, the committee most strongly call to your recollection what was so fully stated to you When you
were accepted a8 a missionary to the West Indies, that
your only business 1s to promote the moral and reli~
giaus impl'Ovement of the slaves to whom you may have

~~:::~,~!~~~~ri:gt~t~~~;l~e~r!il !:n~~i~:.~!

The missionaries were forbidden to visit the slaves of any plantation without the permission of the owner or manager and the
times of services were to be designated by the owner of the
slaves.
The fact that this plan had proved successful in the
West Indies 'Was attested to by nutnerous reports. tn 1829, there
were 29,060 colored persons in the Wesleyan societies in the
West Indies. 25 The Negroes were instrueted in the principles of
the Christian religion and were governed by its morals. They be
came obedient to their masters and rendered their services without constraint or the use of the whip. The religious inst%'?lctiona had ~proved their minds. The significant issue here is
that all this good was accomplished by preaching the Christian
24 Elliott, MESit Ses§§sioD, p. 833.
25 lb1d., p. 13.
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message to master and slave alike, without any, even the least
reference to the civil relations, exeept as the teachings of
Christian morals ~pressed the minds of each person. 26 This
plan, ~mich had proved rather successful in the West Indies, ~qaS
the pattern used by Dr. Capers in the South.
The missionaries in the South were compelled to confin
themselves to the mere elements of Christianity or give up religious instruction of the Negroes entirely. Governor W.B. Seabrook of South Carolina, admitted the importance of religious instruction but thought it should be done in the daytime and confined to those "prominent portions of sCripture which show the
duties of servants and the rights of masters. n27 The mis8ioDft
aries used oral instruetion, reading the Bible to the slaves,
and teaching them hymns. For instruction, a number of sermor-a
were compiled, together with specially devised catechisms explaining Christianity in the simplest terms of the slave and exhorting him to faithfully occupy his pOSition in society. ,,28
The bishops of the Methodist Church were pleased with
the progress of the plantation missions during the early years
and declared them to be a success. This acceptance of success
served further to convince them of the propriety of this approach
to the slavery question. In 1830, Bishop Soule wrote:
The missions to people of color have been successful,
beyond our most sanguine expectations at their commencement; the good effects of which have been attested by masters whose servants are embraced in the
several statements and by a number of these gentlemen a very liberal eneouragem!~t and support have
been given to those missions.

26 ~., p. 819.
27 Elliott, gr!lC §esessign, p. 89.
28 Jenkins, Pm-~laxea Ibgusht. p. 12.
29Ibe Cbrts;ilP AdYQca;e @Q9 J2yrngl, July 9, 1830.
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Another report for the year 1832 referred to the salutary effect
of the missions on the slave population and added that the missions were much apprecia.ted by the planters. 3~any of the missions were patronized by the wealthy planters on whose plantations they were established.
In 1833. the results were said to have been more grati
fying than in any previous year. A report dated April 10, 1833.
emphasized the good results of these missions:
It is delightful to w1tness the great anxiety manifested
by the planters for their slaves religious instruction,
not only in their willingness to have them instructed.
but in their attendance in giving them instruction themselves.31
One letter dated January 14, 1834. referred to further progress
but manifested a concern because of the lLmitations placed on th
work by the laws of the states:
We have no schools, teachers, nor scholars; for in this
state there is a law prohibiting the teaching of letters
to the slaves, selling or giving them books of any description whatever. Tnerefore we can only give them oral
lnstruction. 32
In 1834, the Methodist Church had twenty missions amon
the slaves'of the South: Ten in South Carolina; nine in Georgia;
and one in Tennessee. The church officials were confident that
this was the church' a answer to the slavery question. Reports
seemed to confi~ the contention that first the slave and master
must be reformed by the Christian message before there could be
emancipation. The slaves Who responded to the religious instruc
tlon were reported to be more honest, obedient, truthful, tempe
ate, and chaste. Many of the plantation owners seemed to evi-

~.,

May 11, 1832.
31 121£., April 10, 1833.
32 l..t!.iS., January 14, 1834.
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dence some change of heart. In 1829, the movement of plantation
missions had been in the experimental stage but in 1834, it was

an

institution.
In sumtnary" plantation missions was

est~bLished

further indication of the changing economic pattern in the South and the increasing profi&s.bleness of slavery. It represented the answer
of the church to the sla,rery question. The movement was g1ven
special consideration by the bishops of the church. It was to
become Ii point of conflict between the abolitionists and the
conservatives within the Methodist Church.
The church officials had reached certain conclusions
t:"oncerning ehei,r mission to the Negroes after a careful consideration of the experiences of early l-1ethodist blsl10ps and the
changing sentiment in the South regarding slavery. These included the experiences of bishops Asbury and Coke; the effects of
the slave revolts on Negro missions; the experiences of Methodist missionaries among the Indians; and the reported success
of the West India plan of Negro missions.
From the beginning of plantation missions in 1829, the
reports of the field missionaries served to confirm the wisdom
of this new procedure. The bishops of the church. North and
South, not only concluded that the movement was a success in it ...
self, but saw it as the church's answer to the slavery question.
Ii

•
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Chapter III.
The Rise of Modern Abolitionism
When Andrew Jackson took office in 1829, anti-slavery
sentiment seemed to have spent its force, after some fifty years
of activity. No longer did the churches lift up their voices in
protest. Abolition societies were dying out and there was hardl
an abolitionist militant in the field. The Colonization Society
absorbed most of the public interest in the subject. In Congress
there was only one anti-slavery member. l '#hile the first period
of anti-slavery agitation was coming to an end, a new and more
aggressive movement was about to begin.
This new phase of abolitionism, designated modern
abolitioni8m. 2 was uncompromising and defted all the constitu~
tional and legal guarantees protecting the slavery system. It
took no aecount of the difficul~ies and dangers involved in
wholesale liberation and valued emancipation above the preservation of the Union. In contrast to this new abolitionism, the
old movement had been largely negative and was regarded more as
a theory to be held than a fact to be accomplished. 3 In fact,
the earlier fODm of abolitionism numbered slaveholders among its
members and slaveholding church members supposedly voted for

1 Albert Bushnell Hart. st~e'f ~d A~litiYf' (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1906), p . t 6~ A~o A
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resolution. calling for the abolition of slavery.
Modern abolitionism was to a great degree the product
of a particular period and place 1n American history. The new
phase of abolitionism owed much to the dynamic democratic idealian of the t~es and the awakened interest in social justice for
all classes. It was in a sense the American counterpart of the
world-wide movement which had achieved the abolition of human
bondage in Mexico. 4 and the other Spanish American republics in
the preceding decade. and which inspired the British Parliament
in 1833 to provide for gradual emancipation in the British West
Indies.
This was a period of great reform efforts within the
United States. William Ellery Channing. in the early 1830's,
summed up the spirit of his age as an "age of great movements"
which had a "tendency and power to exalt people. 1I He declared:
"Every age teaches its own lessont the lesson of this age is
that of sympathy with the suffering, and of devotion to the pro~
gress of the whole human race. :,- Modern abolitionism arose with
the common man. The westerners. in conjunction with the labori
classes of the seaboard states. exercised their newly acquired
manhood suffrage in 1828. to bring about the Jacksonian Revolution and install "Old Hickory" in the \.Jhite House. Andrew Jackson stated his creed in this manner:
I believe man can be elevated; man can become more and
more endowed wtth divinity; and as he does he becomes
more Godlike in his eharacter and capable of governing
himself. Let us go on elevating our people, perfecting
our institutions, until democracy shall reach such a
point of perfect1.on that we can acclaim with truth that
the voice of the people is the voice of Ood.6

4 Louis Filler. QEYlaSt Again,t §1aye[y. (New York:
Harpers, 1960), p. 52.
S William E. Channing, Herooirs. (London: 1864), p. 244.
6 Tyler, fIftedgmts Faxmept, p. 22.
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While the period was important, so was the place in th
United States that sheltered the new doetrine of abolitionism.
The soil of New England had been prepared for its arrival in
diverse ways. First, it must be noted that the Negro was not
and had never been a social problem in New England to the degree
thatha was in the South. 7 In fact, the end of the slave trade
in 1808 had pretty liell ended New England's interest 1n slavery
except for the textile manufacturers. As Barnes has suggested.
it was that section of the country that was remotest from slavery in distance and economic interest which was the most ndeepl
impressed with a sense of the duty of rebuke" to every slaveholder. 8
Revivalism had contributed its share in preparing the
soil of New England for the new antislaveYJ sentiment. One
author contends that tIthe revivals produced the real opposition
against slavery and provided the grass-roots strength to fight
it.,.9 As Charles Wh.1pple put it in one of his tracts, "The Anti
Slavery movement ••• was at its commencement, and has ever since
been, thoroughly and emphatically a religious enterprise. H10
The nature of those revivals was also significant. They cepresented a break with orthodox Calvinism which had made allvation

7 The Negro population in New England ab-mys constituted a amall minority. In 1700 there were not more than 1,000
Negroes; in 171.5, there were 4 150 Negroes and 158,000 Whites;
1775{ 16}034 Negroes, and 659,!46 t.Jhites; 1790, 16,8/2 Negroes
and ,009,206 Whites. The first three decades of the nineteenth
century dtdn't change this picture appreciably. Lorenzo Johnston Greene, Neg;p in CQ~Rn1plNew EDZ1lnd 12,g-1172, (Columbia
Press, 1942), p.
8 Barnes, ADtl-S~lxery Impu~le. p. 88.
9 Jerald C. Brauer. r",estfDtigm in AmeriCA. (Philadelphia: t..Jestminster Press) t p.
9.
10 Cole, No;tbg£n gYADSe~~§tSt p. 194.
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the end of all human desire and fear of hell the spur to belief.
Finney, leading revivalist in the Northeast during this time, ha
broken with the ~lv1nistic theology. He made salvation the beginning of religious,experlence instead of its end. It is Barne t
contention that this gospel "released a mighty impulse toward
social reform. ,,11 The results of the Finney revivals were far..
reaching in their influence. Barnes declares that they "burst
all bounds and spread over the whole nation, the greatest of all
modem revivals. U The converts set out to "save the American
church and Mtion from the judpents of heaven by a. spirit of
expansive benevolence. n 12 For these who were "awakened" in the
revivals of 1828-1835. Sttch participation required a moral platform and the abolition of slavery was the one most ready at. hand.
New England was the home of William Ellery Channing,
the great spokesman for social movements and a friend of the
slaves. The leading exponent of the Transcendentalist movement,
Ralph W.Emerson, resided here. He declared that man lias born
with a spark of the divine instead of in sin. He raised the lev
of human achievement to the skies. For the Transcendentalist.
perfection "~las an objective to be reached in God· s infinite
time by a long road marked by milestones of educational and
social achievement. u 14 Consequently, New England' s religious
environment was fertile so11 in which to plant the seed of a new
abolitionism •

.,
11 Barnes,
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13 Lawrence Smith, R~l~~and e~~t" RifS~ ~n
Hig-Ninet!eutb 'ADtuEY Amen,,!. New Yo~:l, P.~

14 Tyler, Freedom'! fermcDt. P. 46, 47.
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The nell abolitionism was launehed in New England by
tlilliam Lloyd Garrison. He began his abolitionist career with
the publication of the LigcxatgI. On JabUBry 1, 1831, in the
first issue of the L1b@r,atoE, CY4rrison announced that he expeete
to follol" the same outspoken poliey whieh had caused his a.rrest
in Balttmore. 1S He called for immediate and unconditional aboli
tionl
I tvill be as harsh as truth, and as uncompromising as
justice. On this subject, 1 do not wish to think, to
speak! or write with moderation ••• I ~ in earnest;
I wit not equivoeate; 1 will be heard. l6
Tyler argues that it was the South's reaction to the
L1berAtg&: that put Garrison on the ma.p. The southerner conneete
that periodical with the Negro uprisings in the early 1830!s.
Hailed to the editors of more than a hundred periodicAls, Garrison t s L1pepe&u;: aroused furious comment. In order to lnfonn the
southern whites of the abolitionist radical designs, the southe
cd'. tors reprinted many of the LiberalS,..' s articles. Tyler concludes that "the educated Negro stood in far greater danger of
acquiring noxious ideas from the local press thSl1. from the few
copies of the L1,\?era;g:r:; circulating in the South. ,,17 One exampi
of southern reaction to Garrlsonism was the act passed by the
Georgia legislature on December 1832, which offered $5,000 to
anyone who
shall attest, hrlng to trial. and prosecute to conviction, under the laws of this state, the editor or publisher of a certain paper called the L1,2e'i~Yf' or any
other person or persons who shall utter, pu
sh, or
circulate within the 1~its of this state, the said
papel.-" cailed the r.!~emQllt or any other paper, ciraula•• pamphlet, Ie . er, or address of a seditious

character. l8

15 Barnes, ADt~-SllxeEY Impuls~t p. 29.
16 Tyler, [,..esaeszm's leWD1t, p. 485.
17 Tyler, Ft!e4Rm'~ fexmtnt, p. 486; also, Filler,
Cm.de bSliuit SI'Da, P.15.
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The voice of Garrison roused the nation. No longer
t~S it possible to remain indifferent to the slavery question.
The policy of the LlaiE8Sgr and the action of the Georgia legislature indicated the nature of the battle shaping up between the
extremists in the North and those in the South.
Harlem abolitionism found ready support among the
church people of New England t especially those within the rural
areas. The Methodist strength was in the rural towns and country-side. It was here that solid congregations went over to the
abolitionists. More than t~-thirds of the abolitionists in
New England were either Methodists or Baptists. Much of the
organizational t«»rk of the abolition societies was done by members of these t~ denominations. 19
The uncomprom1:sing stand against slavery as a sin
fitted well the pattern of the Methodist interpretation of perfectioniSl'n. Often. referred to as the second bleSSing or sanctification, perfectionism resulted in the soul's complete cleansing from sin. Ito fEered the promise 0 f man t S immediate perfectibility. This was not to be attained through education or
reason, as claimed by the Transcendentalists, but through the
operation of the Spine of God. 20 The aspiration of Chnstian
perfection. in many waya. complemented the social idealian wh1ch
enc1eavo-red to refol'm the drunkard, elevate 'WOm.8l1hood t banish
poverty and vice, and free the slaves. It 1s significant that
after 1825 the doctrine of perfectionism received an increasingly gt:eater emphasis in the Methodist church. This was in••

•

19

Barnes, t~~"-~\Axeu i.mRP&a8 • p.
ghyrcb luP ~t@t9, p.
•
20 Smith, RS'lJ.u1."., p. 25.
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dicated by the greater number of publications and statements of
church officials. At the General Conference in 1832, the bishops called for a revival of this doctrine. 21
The Methodists in New England t ho'WeVer, represented
only a small seBment of the denomination. The three conferences
which constituted the abolitionist territory of the Methodist
Church were NetV' England, 14:41ne. and New Hampshire-Vermont conferences. Out of the 1+72,000 members within the Methodist allure
in 1832, these three conferences represented a total membership
of 36,000. Similarly, these conferences had very few Negro
members. In 1830, there were nearly 70,000 colored people in th
l'lethodist denomination. The New England conference had only
245 of these Negro members; Maine had 10; and the New Hampshire?"
Vermont conference had 8.~£ From these statistics, two observations can be made: Nearly ninety per cent of the Whites in the
Hethodist Church were outside the abolitionist territory t and
virtually all the Negroes were.
The year 1834 was the year of beginnings for the Methr.·~
(.(}ist abolitionists. This ms the year that George Bancroft published the first volume of his HlltRtx ot ;hQ UDited 3tltel.
Since that time, his volumes have been referred to as the histo
of the evolution of freedom in America. 23 While Bancroft lifted
the hopes of the common man, the modern abolitionists had resolved to bring freedom to the slaves. This year of 1834 witnessed some momentous events that had a decisive effect on the
cause of abolitionism within the Methodist Church. 24

p. 81.

22 tl~E'kei At: the A~l Con(e)."ens e § 1829-1§,9, (NGlv
York: 1840), Va • II •• p_ 74,
•
23 Hockett, pol.itiQ,l &DQ SociAl Growth, p. 621.

24 Elliott. Gii!t §ecemsign, p. 90.
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On August 1, 1834, provision was made to abolish slavery in the British colonies, A compensation of twenty million
pounds was given to the slaveholders. and a period of apprentice
ship set up for the former slaves \~ich varied with several
classes of hands from six to four years. This plan was intended
to JZGaSfNft white colonials against the dangers of social an....
archy.25 rhis decision had a great effect on antislavery sentiment in this country. The common language, religion, and laws
of the tw nations served to heighten that effect. The new 14\>1
had a disturbing influence on the Methodist Chu1X:h in tAmertca.
The British Antislavery Society illcluded many leading Wesleyan
ministers among its active and influential members. 26 Credited
with assisting in the overthrow of slavery in the British Empire
the sentiments of the British leaders were greatly respected by
the abolitionists in this country. Unfortunately, the West Indi
emancipation became a further source of conflict bet\veen the
abolitionists and the conservatives 1n the chu1X:h. Dr. Fisk.
conservative spokesman. was of the opinion that that class of
abolitionists corresponding to the Garrisonian and Thompsonian
school 1n this country, could have no claim in effecting emancipation in the West Indies. but on the contrary, they hdd nearly
succeeded in preventlng it. He contended: "The emancipe.tiol! in
the West Indies was not iumediate and absolute, but gra.dua1; and
as far as the masters were concerned, it was not emancipation,
but a ransom, since they were compensated by the British government. H27
The situation was further distorted ~y the failure on

p. 50,

51.;5 laid., p. 74; also, Filler, C;Pilde AgaingS Slayety.
Natlack, AQt\&lUGEX §&imaale, p. 75.
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the part of both British and American abolitionists to realize
the differences involved in the slavery question for the two
countries. Parliament '('laS sovereign over the British selfgoverning colonies as tile!1 as over the crown colonies. The
British Antislavery Society proposed to abolish slavery by procuring a majori~ of votes in Parliament. In the United States,
slavery was an affair of the states in which it was permitted hy
law. Consequently, effective agitation was limited to securing
majorities for abolition 1n the slave-state legtslatures or persuading the individual slaveholders to free their slaves.
There t~s a considerable contrast between the sttuatio
of the two countries in other respects. It was comparatively an
~asy task for the British government to legislate against slave ,
'Which was at a distance from the home .,vernment. In the United
States, slavel.7 was at our doors and in our homes. 1 t was
sanctioned ~ sanctified by law and religion and represented.
according to Henry Clay. over a billion dol~ars in property
values in 1839. Hatlack, historian of the Methodist Church
schism, emphasized the complexity of the slavery question in
America,
To correc. t the false religious sentiment of a nationi
to repeal the unjust laws of a hundred rears, to ann1hi late their property elatms in four mi lions of human
beings, involved mounting difficulties to be removed
and fierce discussions to be maintained. through long
years of strife, which made the task appear an absolute tmpossibi11ty with man. 28
The inability or unwillingness to understand the
difference in the t~'.lO Situations, Great Britain and the United
States, made the struggle \~th1n the church more distressing.
The missionaries in the West Indies were in.tzucted to refrain
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from any discussion of the slavery question. They supposedly
followed these instructions. For the Methodist members and
ministers in England, the opposite was the rule. For example.
in 1825, the advocates of slavery in Jamaica were offended by the
activity of the Methodist leaders in England in behalf of the
antislavery cause. The pro-slavery group on the island retaliated by persecuting the missionaries. The latter were C~
strained to sign a declaration in favor of slavery and censuring
the Wesleyan misSionary committee in England. The committee
responded by a public disavowal of the conduct of the missionaries and an assertion of their positive antagonism to slavery
and their purpose to seek its overthrow. 29 From this event
until the abolition of slavery in the British empire. the Wesleyan t1ethodists 1ft England were not silent on the question. As
a result the missionaries in the West Indies ~vere persecuted;
mobs assailed their dwellings and destroyed their chapels. 30
In 1832, the British Conference passed a resolution urging the
t.Jest India mlssionarles to "walk steadfastLy by those excellent
lilles which are embodied in the printed instructions." In the
same resolution. the church called for the abolition of slavery~
\.Jhy is this confusion relating to the ~-Jest India policy important to the controversy taking form within the American Methc~
eJdist Church? It is simply this: The Methodist leaders in the
South had patterned plantation missions after the procedure used
by the missionaries in the West Indies. These missions to the
Negroes represented the church's solution to the slavery question. The New England abolitionists of the Methodist Church

p. 842.

29 ~., p. 75.
30 l.Ri.£•• p. 75.
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ignored the policy of the West India missionaries and insisted
that the antislavery activity of the \oJesleyan Church in Englan(~
supported their approach to the slavery issue. Both factions,
abolitionist and southern Methodis~s, had accepted that part
of the Wesleyan Church policy which favol~d their approach to
the slavery problem.
On August 5, 1834, Mr. George Thompson, agent of the
London, Glasgow, and Edinburgh antislavery societies. opened his
mission in this country in behalf of the modem abolitionist
cause. He had been employed by the British Antislavery Society
as a public lecturer several months preceding the Act of Emancipation in 1834. He opened his first lecture, to an audience of
about a thousand people gathered in the Town Hall of Lowell,
Massachusetts. with these emotion-packed words:
All eyes are now turned toward the United States of
America, to see if that land of liberty, or republicanism, of Bibles, of missions. of temperanc~ societies, and revivals, would direct her matchless energies to the blessed '~xk of emancipating heE 11aves.
and elevating her entire colored populafton. 3 Z
'rhompson challenged the people of the 'North to consider it ~heir
duty to interfere with the institution of slavery in the South
and demand immediate emancipation of all slaves. Although the
British emanCipation plan included compensation for the slaveholders, Thompson called for uimmediate, entire, and unconditional emancipation. w1thout expatriation, and the admission of
the colored man into the unabridged privileges of the Constitution. 1I33 Many of the New England Hethodlst clergy t-Jelcomed
Thompson's mission to this country. He was to address their
antislavery societies and the North Bennet-Street Methodist
32
33
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Episcopal Church invited Thompson to deliver the sermon on Fast
Day. 35
The conversion of Orange Scott to modern abolitionism
was the most important beginning for the Methodist antislavery
movement. His entrance into the struggle made it impossible for
the church to ignore the slavery question. He we the most
powerful of the Methodist abolitionists. Orange Scott was a New
Englander, the 80n of a Vermont laborer. When twenty-one years
old, he had enjoyed the privilege of only thirteen months of
schooling. In 1820, he united With the Methodist Church and
within one year was licensed to preach. In 1822, he was receive
into the New England conference and by 1830, was appointed presiding elder of the Springfield district. He ~St without question, the greatest revivalist of the Methodist Church in New
Engla.nd at this time. 36
The attention of Orange Scott was turned to the subject of slavery in the summer of 1833 as a result of a conversation with Rev. Hiram H. White. Sometime later~ he purchased
Bourne's Pictu;p O£ Slaye;y, Mrs. Child's Appeal,7Garrison'S
CQloniea;t9D, and subscribed for the Lib@ra~9t. For nearly a
year he studied these publications before announcing himself for
abolition. 38 At the close of 1834, Scott publicly confessed his
35 Matlack, An;LiLAyerx ~truSS1e, p. 85.
36 Simpson, Cvc10paedta 9f MetbQdism. p. 791.
37 This book was one of the earliest protests against
race prejudice. Written in 1833, "it added to the usual description of the horrors of slavery a moving appeal for education
and decent treatment of the blacks. t. Tyler. [Redom'S F!D1S!Dkl
p. 494.

38 Elliott, great Sec;ss19D, p. 101.
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conversion to modern abolitionism at a public meeting in Boston.
Barnes gives a vivid description of the man and his decision:
He was bluff and rude, with an undisciplined mind,
warmed up with a heated fanaticism; but he had a
lion' s courage and a martyr' s sincerity. A t a
meeting in 1834, he heard Stanton, fresh from the
Lane debut(;!, denounce slavery as a sin; and he
rose fram his seat in the audience to pledge his
life to abolition.39
Following his public stand .for abolitionism. Scott wrote a serie
of articles which were printed in the Zi9n'. Herald, the New
England Methodist publication. 40 He also subscribed for one
hundred coples of the t.1RlutcPI and had them malled to the
preachers of the New England eonference. 41
Some observations must be made relative to Orange
Scott. First, as far as can be determined, his information pertaining to sll4very in the South was second-hand. He had never
visited the South and his own conference had only 320 colored··
members in 1834. His district, provtdenee, had only 90 colored
members that same year. In contrast, the South Carolina conference had 22,788 Negroes and 25,186 Whites on theirmemhership
rolls. 42 Scott's information on the situation in the .South was
primarily from those who endorsed the Garrison bra.nd of abolitionism. His lack of formal education possibly made it more
difficult for the Methodist elder to study the ·subjeet critically. It must be admitted, however. that Scott was Ita logician
and an orator, and, particularly., when he had a theme that

39 Barnes, ADtclsh'Xe;xlmPUhse. p. 90.
40 Zip;" HerAld was the official organ

of New England
Methodism. It was open to discussions of slavery and Scott was
chosen to champion the abolitionist cause.
41 John N. Norwood. $;~~,\D tbeJ1stbo dlst ~burcb
1844, (Alfred University Press,
, p. 25.
42 Mlgy£e" Vol. II., p. 275.
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moved him, 'and deeply moved he was u , on the slavery question. 43
On December 19, 1834, the abolitionists of the Methodtst Church opened their attack on the official church position
on slavery by issuing an "Appeal" which was addressed to the
members of the New England and New Hampshire conferences. This
document opened a discussion that was to continue for thirty
years, occupying the pens of bishops, editors, doctors, as well
as pastors and laymen. The nAppeal lt set forth the vie,.,.s of the
abolitionists on the general question of slavery and its conneetion w.lth the Nethodist Church. The duty and responsibility of
the church were clearly spelled out. The writers attempted to
support the abolitionist position with testimony from the Bible,
the Methodist Discipline, John Wesley, and the English Wesleyans.
The signers of the "Appeal" contended that they had carefully
studied the subject of slavery and had reached definite conclusions concerning the duty of every Christian in the matter.
,

,

43 Thomas B. Neely,
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t1et~fi.r !t p RiY~~i2DP
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Neely cites a statement made by John G. t~ittler, who was both
poet and abolitionist, as to his impreSSions of Orange Scott.
w~ittier describes a speech whtch he heard Scott give at an
abolition rally: "1 never can forget the masterly manner in
which he met the objection that abolttionists we~~ blinded by
prejudice and working in the dark. 'Blind though we be t he
remarked, 'aye, Sir, though blind as Samson in the temp i e of
Dagon, 11ke himt if we can do no more, \-1e will grope our way
along, feeling tor the pillars of that temple which has been
consecrated to the bloody rites of the Moloch Slavery; and,
grasping at their base, we will bend forward, nerved by the omni
potence of truth, and, o'erturning the supports on which this
system of abomination rests upheave the entire fabric J whose
undistinguishable ruins shail yet mark the spot vlhere our grand...
est moral victory was proudly -won.' The climax was complete;
the applause was unbounded as the speaker retired" Upon inquiry, we heard the name of Orange Scott. now so well knovm
among the ablest advocates of the slave's cause. H l...I2i.!!•• p. 54.
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The members and ministers of the church were censured for their
connection with the "odious" institution of slavery. Ibe khr1 gtian Adv2ci~e end Jgyrpal. official organ of the church. was
{If..
called upon to apologize for this crime of the church II -.
The "Appeal" represented the ease for the abolitionist
and for that reason, it merits some consideration. Slavery was
declared to be absolutely wrong:
vJe say that the system is wrong, it is cruel and unjust
in all its parts and principles, and that no ChristIan
can consistently lend his influence or example for one
moment in support of it andsconsequently it should be
abandoned now and forever. 4

They argued that the church 'Was not and could not be in Ita
healthy and prosperous state, while it slumbers over and nurses
in its bosom so great an evil. ,,46 To the abolitionists, the
church lYOuld not continue to prosper unless it expelled the
slaveholders and took the position which they supported. Under
no conditions could the holding of slaves be considered right.
flNeither war nor contract can give any man such a property in
another as he has in his sheep and oxen. Much less is it4~os
sible that any child of man should ever be born a slave."
The Signers of the "Appeal n virtually ignored the
plantation missions. They appeared to be taunting their southe
brethren tmen they accused them of not providing their own
slaves with a Bible or permitting them to "leam one single
letter of the alphabet. ,,48 The "Appeal" then urged all Christians to pray for the slave but there t~S still no recognition
.,f
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of the work being done in the South for the spiritual welfare of
the slaves.
In the last few pages of the "Appea1 n , the writers
turned their attention to the West India situation and the abolitionist activity of the Wesleyan Methodist Church in England.
The liberation of the West India slaves was credited to the
antislavery activity of the churches:
And now the whole 'WOrld knows that the liberation of
eight hundred thousand slaves in the West Indies ~"as
effected by the influence of Christian efforts which
were made on the distant island of Great Britain. 49
To further buttress their case. the writers of the nAppea1"
quoted from the annual address to the Methodist societies of the
British Conference. The address alluded to the act of Parliament which abolished slavery in the British West India colonies.
The "Appeal If included the part of the address which urged other
countries to follo\v the ex.ample of Great Britain but left out
the paragraph which commended the missionaries in the West India
for their labors among the Negroes. 50 Why did the abolitionists
chose to ignore the work of plantation missions in the South?
In summary. it may be said that during the years of
1830 to 1834 slavery was becoming increasingly important to the
South. At the same time a bold and aggressive abolition movement was developing in the North. ~.Jherea8 the southem Mathai49 ~., p. 876.
50 The excluded paragraph spoke of the blessings of
emancipation hut indicated a greater appreciation for the
spiritual reCNlts of the 'Mlrk of the missionaries. Elliott contends that the ,\1es1eyans never got any help from the British
abolitionists in promoting religious instruction of the slaves;
on the othtl::!L' hand thay were even hindered by them in carrying
out their religious movements to full maturity. Elliott,
Great SgsessigD, p. 95.
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lists had accepted the relationship of master and slave, the
Hcthodists of Netv England were rapidly being converted to modern
abolitionism. The southern leaders organized plantation missions
as the church's answer to the slavery question while the Ne'tv
England Methodists demanded immediate emancipation of all slaves
as the right solution to the vexing problem. The bishops of the
church were caught in the middle of the two opposing forces.

The church leaders were preoccupied with plans for expansion
t-n.thin the areas of membership, literary insitutions, missions.
literature, and Sunday schools. The bishops feared that the
agitation of the abolitionists would not only occupy time and
consume needed funds which were to be used for the spiritual
activity but it ~uld divide the church. A division of the
church would not only disrupt their common interests as a denomination but \\OUld possibly lead to a civil rupcure.
Orange Scott, the most powerful revivalist of New
England Methodism had been converted to Garrisonts movement. A
great number of the New England Methodist preachers had followed
Scott's example and joined the abolitionist movement. The New
England conferences represented less than one tenth of the total
constituency of the church and they had less than 400 of the
70,000 colored members of the Methodist Church. With the uAppeal t
war had been declared on the position of the bishops, ministers,
membet's. and official publications of the church. The next
move was up to the bishops of the church and the Methodist lnst't'U roo
mant of authority, the General Conference. The conflict between the New England abolitionists and the Hethodist Church is
the subject of the next chapter.

Chapter IV.
The Church's Response to Modern Abolitionism
1835 - 1836

The action of the Methodist Episcopal Church during
these t'VJO years ~'1as introductory to the momentous consequences
of the ensuing tirenty-five years. The early skirmishes in the
1335 annual conferences and the first real test of strength in
the 1836 General Conference clearly indicated the response of
the church to modern abolitionism. They also provided some clue
as to the methods \·Jhich were to be used to assure a united iront
in the church.
Reports for 1835 revealed 'a continued exten$ion of the
church' program. The percentage of increase in, the membership,
~wever& was lot~ . compared to previous years. l Ttvo 'Weekly papers
kS~b~isRed so that the church now had four weekly periodicals
besid~s the ttethpd~st liAiA;1ns; and 0USIterlX Rensn- The four
magazines were t\fell distributed with one in Ncto] York, a.nd the
others in Cincinnati. Charleston, and Nashville. Four additional
tveel<:ly publicatians 'V1ere under the patronage of annual conferences, namely, Z,gn'l Herald in Boston, l·taine Weii1.evan Jotn"'rull
in Portland, V1;21;il QSu!&emnce,..,JP!lW1 in Richmond, and the
AyJ.?uPl na1JleJ:, Auburn, New York •
A considerable amount of the
denomination's literature had been translated into French.
.1·

l Repqrted increase over 1834 was 13,823, an increase

of 1834 over 1833
this

t'18S

~ms almost 34,000 and the year previous to
nearly 47,000 increase. M1putSI. Vol. II., p. 275, 341.
2 Bangs, Hist,2b'Y of Meth2ai§t ChurSh, p. 236.
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Spanish, Portuguese. Geman Dutch, and some of the languages of

the North American Indians.

j

The missionary department reported a growing prosperi
of ~lethodist missions "in our borders, among the aborigines of
our wilderness, in the rising colony of Liberia. in Western Afric
and in some of the cities of South Amertca. n4 New mission outposts had been established in the Pittsburg, Ohio, Kentucky, and
Illinois conferences with the greater activity belng in the
latter one. 5 There apparently \~sno lack of funds for missionary activity because the reports showed an increase of $22,000
over any previous year. 6 UIn the same proportion that we enlarged the sphere of oUl" operation, did the means accumulate for
carrying on our w.:>rk. n 7
The reports for 1835 showad a decrease of twenty-one
for the Negro membership, Whereas, there had been an annual increase of seve~l thousand in previous years. 8 Some missions
\1ere temporarily suspended and in many areas the missionaries
t\lere viewed with distrust. The South Carolina conference reported a colored membership of 22,000 which represented a decrease of 1,000 over 1834. Some new missions were organized in
•
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p. 453.
4 ltd,g •• p. 228.
5 IbLd •• p. 181.

187.

7 1bi4-, p. 185.
8 The annual report for 1834 showed an increase of

nearly 5,000 over the preceding year.

Each report since 1830

had indicated an increase of at least 2,000 a year in Negro

membership_

tIiU\\k!R, Vol. 11., p. 275.
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Mississippi and Alabama while in other parts of these states, a
number of missions t~re closed. 9 This decrease in membership
was hlamed on the agitation of the abolitionists. The accusatio
lVSS not tvithout some foundation.
For e~tample, in July, 1835,
a mob in Charleston, South Carolina, broke into the mails and
hurned the abolitionist literature which they had found 1n the
past office. The rioters then called II meeting for the purpose
of controlling the freedom of the mail. The Cha;:l.el~QP Couner
reported that "the clergy of all denominations attended in a
body, lending their sanction to the proceedings." The slaveholders resolved:
Ths.t the thanks of this meeting a.re due to the reverend
gentlemen of the clergy 1n this city. who have so
promptly and so effectually responded to the public
sent~ent by suspending their schools in ~mich the
free colored persons were taught; and that this meeting deem. it a patriotic action, tiOrthy of all praise,
and proper to be imitated by tne teachers of similar
schools throughout the state.10
Before thiS, the Hethod1sts had been able to commence sabbath
schools and to extend them throughout the state, for the religious instruction of free colored persons and slaves. After the
Charleston episode, many of these schools were forced to disband.
The sentiment of the people was -summed up in a speech by Governo
Hclluffie of the state of South Carolina. He declared:
Domestic slavery- t therefore, instead of being a political
evil, is the cornerstone of the republican edifice. No
patn.ot who justly estimates our privileges, w111 tolerate the idea of emancipation at any period, however.
remote, or on any conditions of pecuniary advantage.
however unfavorable.12

am

9 Lazenby t t'j(.Uibp';l#,. in A1Qb§I1l9
:.Je§t Flpr1da, p.25
10 Elliott, Ghgi& Sgsessioo, p. 121.
11 ~•• p. 121.
12 ~.t p. 134.
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difficulties encountered did not dampen the zeal
of the southern preacher in this work.
A letter from a mission
ary of an Alabama mission underscored the attitude of the
southern Heth~dists:
The South owes a great debt to the Negroes. The only ~;ray
to discharge it at present, is to give them religious instruction. Under the influence of Christian principles
they become, in every respect, more f2reeable to their
owners and more happy in themselves. 3
That the missions to the Negroes were accomplishing
their purpose was the consensus of opinion of bothnorthem and
southern leaders of the Methodist Church. Hr. Whedon. l>1ethodist
prefessor in the Wesleyan University in the North, contended
that the slaves in this country were under a milder lom of
alave~ than the West India slaves had been.
lie attributed this
to the power of the Christian religion in the South, both among
lt
raasters and slaves. ; The state of affairs of plantation missions in 1835 and 1836 influenced th~ General Conference dacisio
on abolitionism in 1836.
The Methodist abolitionists had virtually shelved the
other ll10rk of the church and were energetica.lly engaged in the
antislavery crusade. ,Elliott puts it this t~y:
Slavery was talked and preached; prayed about. and little
else; makiN; the ~tchwords of the party the theme of the
class meeting, the love-feast, and the p%Uyer meeting, as
well as the rostrum and the periodicals. 1 '
On June 4, 1835. the New England conference organized an antislavery society on the basis of the Lmmediate and unconditional
abolition of slavery, and invited George Thompson to address
them. 16 The riew Hampshire conference organized its own anti-
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sla.very society this year for the purpose of spreading "information concerning the slaves and colored people; and to bring
about the abolition of slavery throughout the world. n By the
means of literature they hoped to nshow the sin and evils of
slavery and its remedy.n 17 orange Scott wrote a series of
articles which were published 11'1 the ~1,gD' s lieUld. The "Appeal n
tvas published in that pertodleal's February edition as an extra..
The North Bennet-Street Nethodlst Episcopal Church, in Roston,
invited George Thompson to speak on Fast Sunday and received
Ui...m.m words of coomendation for their courage from the pen of
'i'J111iam Lloyd Garrison. ,,18 Some of the Methodist ministers
t.rere employed as lecturers by the American Antislavery Society.
The society had fourteen workers in the field. Although the
Methodists insisted on having their own antislavery organization
they were very active in the total program of the American Antislavery Society. Mr. Orange Scott had purchased several hundred
copies ofSowm.ets P2=ct;;yre g( SliWa, and expressed his desire,
I

IT

17 Elliott, Gait ~Gs;e'uQ.2lb p. 123.
18 Garrison wrote: "In these days of slavish servility
and malignant prejudices \~ are presented occasionally tdth some
beautiful speclments of Christian obedience and courage. One of
these is seen in the opening of North Bennet-Street Methodist
meeting-house, in Boston. to the advocates for the honor of God,
the salvation of our country, and the freedon:L of enslaved mil ....
lions in our midst. As the peu of the historian in after years
shall trace the rise, progress, and glorious triumph of the
abolition cause, he will delignt to record and posterity will
delight to read, the fact that when all other pulpits were dumb,
all other church.es closed, there 't«lS one pulpit that ~uld speak
out, one church that would throw open its doors in behalf of
the down-trodden victims of American tyranny. II Matlack, 4A£1I;mail~=;:: p. 86. quoted from Haven, intr oopct'=s1n t.o
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if possible, to place a copy in every home in the country. At
his OlV1l expense, he had subscribed for copies of the L1~ra.m
lvhich were mailed to the New England 14ethod1st ministers. He
considered the L1bsu;aw Ubetter calculated to give the needed
infor.mation than any other paper 1 know of in this part of the
country, as it is wholly devoted to the subject, and publishes
on both sides. ,,19 The transfer of potential church funds to the
Garrison crusade and the participation of some Met~ho~lst m1niste
in the American Antislavery Society obliged the General Canferen
of 1836 to consider thisaJlPect of the problem.
In December, 1834, the Methodist abolitionists had
declared war on the policy of the uethodlst church on slavery.
Through their "Appeal n they urged the official church publieatio
the gm.1ltYil AdYf&lhsl!Dd JQUwl. to apologize for the church'
policy. The church f s case 'GS presented in a "Counter Appeal n
on l"~arch 27, 1835. The ItCounter Appea1 ff and the resolutions
adopted by a number of the 1835 anm.w.l conferences ~~re the earl
skirmishes of the controversy which \I1a,S destined to split the
denomination.
The "Counter Appeal ft was more than an answer to the
"Appeal. H It 'tYaS an inditation of the opposition which the
agitation of the abolitio1'l1sts was arousing in the church. The
"Counter Appeal u 'Was written by Professor Daniel vJhedon. a
prominent Methodist preacher .aDd professor ancient languages and
literature. One of the s1gner~ of the document was Wilbur Fisk.
honor graduate of the University of Vermont and a student of law.
In 1830, Fisk became the first president of Wesleyan University.
He was one 0 f the most important leaders in the college building
program of the church. Whedon and Fisl( led the conservative
forces \'mtle Orange Scott headed up the abolitionists in the

...
19 Elliott, Greil" ~~ess"gn. p. 117.
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NetV' England controversy.
The ;'Counter Appeal v1.ndicated the church position on
slavery. It c:~reB8ed hope for the ultimate achievement of universal emancl~ation. The authority of the master over the slave.
ho'tlever. IIshould tOt,'rrliMtf" S~ soon as its ces~ati()n would not
produce more evils than would its longer continuance. II Slavery
vlUS not in every instance a sin. \'\Ibedon argued. for in some instances it might do more harm to free the slaves than to retain
them in bondage. The "Counter Appeal n disclaimed all purpose of
defending the system or supporting its perpetuity; what it opposed was the dO~t lfthat all slaveholding is sinful and therefore should be universally and immediately abandoned. u
The author tamed against furbher political activity
by the abolitionists;
Methodism, has, hitherto, been evangelically po~~rfulf
because she has been '·>olitical1y neutral. Let her be ...
come proud of her inf t uance and impregnated wi th the
spirit of politics and her beams are shorn, her strength
departed. 8.nd her ruin is nigh. Are,~ prepared, then
to pour through our cqnferences and churches the floodtide of party sttife?~o
The author recalled the effects of political antimasonry on some
denominations: ItHany a church was swept by its tornado, piety
was checked, and God departed." Harmony in the church and peace
in the nation must be given primary consideration.
11hedon then called upon the abolitionists to place
themselves in the pOSition of their southern brethren. These
ministers in the South are in the minority and under a government 'tvh1ch supported the instituti.on of slavery by 1a:I;."8 'i.mich the
preachers could not alter. The method used by the southern
Hethodists, that of preaching to the slaves, was scriptural anrl
true to f.'!ethodist policy. vfuedon attempted to prick the con~
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science of the Northern critics by urging them to take care of

the Negroes in the North:
Particularly 't':ould we corarnend to earnest attention a
charlty, in ~lhlch our assailed brethren of the South,
have, in their penni teed measure and sphere, far out-

done us; the bestowing of the blessings of education,
religion, and privileges of ci~lzenship upon the hapless colored man of tne North .... 1
The "Counter Appeal" represented th.e first response of

the church to abolitionism. It justified the church' $ conser...
vative practical approach to the slavery problom. The methods
employed by the plantation missionaries were declared to be
according to church tradition. The abolitionists t<ierc yarned
against involvement in politics. The abolitionists viere challenged to begin their crusade for the bettexment of the Negro
in their own backyard.
A number of the 1835 annual conferences passed resolutions t-mich clearly indicated the:l.r attitude toward modern
abolitionism. The New England conference convened in Lynn,
Nassachusetts. on June .3. 1835. A committee was appointed to
draft a letter lmich 1;.;aS to be sent to the members of that confere.nee. The writers challenged southern church members to violate the latvs of their state in order to emancipate their slaves,
"Let them obey God rather than man." The conference then electe
a slato of abolitionists to serve as their delegates to the 1836
General Conferellee. ~,Jith them were fot:'V1Clrded the first antislavery memorials that the General Conference had seen for a 10
time. Matlack called this action a "skirmish-line in advance of
the solid columns of after years. n22

The New Hampshire conference assembled on July 29, 183
J
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21 Elliott, WWh ~SSUUila,9D. Document XVII., p. 379.
22 l1atUck. Anti§taxon Stmi1&le, ,. 91.
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and immediately adopted a report on slavery. The stbnsa;"aa
AdY.Qca,te, And Jgw:lliJa turned do'V1lt their request to publish the
resolutions. The ~1Qn I § Heml,d, another Methodist tveelcly f published them on September th1rtieth\. The same arguments used in
the tJAppeal tl 't!Jere presented. They insisted that the men of the
North have much to do '{dth the slavery question. 23 Abolitionist
'tvcre elected to serve as delegates to the 1836 General Co·nferenc
and memorials tvcre prepared urging action on the slavery issue.
On August 20, 1835, the Baltimore conference went on
record opposing the activity of the abolitionists in the Methodist Church. They requested that
those ind1viduals north
who are ad-tating the question of immediate abolition, to desist lram sending to us
any of their inflan'matory perlooieals, or other publications,,9n that subject, as we never ordered or desired
them ....q
The Baltimore conference endorsed gradual and ult1tnate emancipation. The modern abolitionists, they argued. t>1ere doing the
southern Methodists great harm and brlnging uuntold afflictions
and dangers, both temporal and sp:1.rltua.l on the colored popu1at10n.,,25
The Ohio conference on August 25th adopted a report
avow1ng strong antislavery sent1ment~ but dis~pproving of abolitionism.. The conference endorsed the efforts of the plantation
missianar1es and stated:
hJhen abolitionists shall have proved the ~dness of their
cause, by producing more than that number of converts to
Christ among the colored people for whom they profess so
lauch sympathYl and their sincerity in advocating it. by
undergoing all the drudgery. and performing all the kind
offices of faithful missionaries and pastors to these unfortunate people, we shall be prepared to bid them God-speed

0."

23 Elliott, G~iS
24 ~., p. 129.
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The Kentucky conference took a position similar to the
Ohio report. The influence of slavery was regretted and the
Kentucky delegates pledged their efforts in order to bring about
freedom for the uslave without infringing on the rights of
others, constitutionally secured in the Constitution of the
Federal GoveZ'l'lnent. n27
The Tennessee Conference adopted a series of resolutions in which they contended that the course of the abolition1s
,-:as "fraught with danger to the peace, union, and very etistenee
of eh1s republic." They expressed their approval of the oh1o
and Kentucky conferences' actions and called upon the churches
to use their best efforts to advance tithe temporal and spiritual
welfare of the blacks.,,28
On September 10, 1835, bishops Hedding and Emory
addressed a letter to the preachers of the Methodist churches
in the New England and Ne'V>l Hampshire eonferenees. Both men had
traveled rather extensively through the South and. as a result,
had reached some conclusions on the slavery quest:iob. Since ea.c
state within the union had the right to maintain "exclusive control 01: its internal and external affairs" t the North I:'..ad no
right to interfere with slavery as an institution in the South.
After conversing freely t4th "intelligent men of all parties".
the bishops had eoncluded that nothing had tended 80 seriously
Uto obstruct and retard, if not absolutely defeat the cause of
abolitionism" as the activity of the abolitionists. Hedding and
Emory agreed that the abolitionists had made the ¥.Or!< of plantation missions most difficult. They diseussed the dissimilarities between slavery 1.n the West Indies and the United
States. The letter ended by asking the preachers not to speak

27 Elliott, ~f1t iiiECe3i2.9lh Document XXI .. , p. 908.
28 lb"d •• p. 131.
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on abolitionism from the pulpit and not to leave their appointments to agitate on the subject. The bishops requested that all
pulpits and homes be closed to the activity of the agitators. 29
The early skirmishes delineated the response of the
annual conference·s and the bishops to the abolitionists. Aboliei0nism was cnnsidered harmful to the Negro, the church, and the
nation. The abolition territory of the Methodist Church was
t ..1.thin the two conferences of New England and N'ew Hampshire.
The bishops feared that once a preacher joined the abolitionist
crusade, the t-:ork of the church tvauia suffer. So far as can be
determined, many of those converted to Garrison's crusade, had
little time for the main ministry of the Methodist Church, namel
missions and education.
The General Conference convened in the city of einncinnati on Honday, May 2, 1836. It 'i.<1itnessed the first real
test of strength between the abolitionists and the conservatives.
The New Hampshire a.nd Net·; E~gland conferences were armed ~'1i.th
petitions designed to induce the H:ethodist Church to change tts
rule on slavery. The dilemma of the denomination can be best
appreciated as it is seen within the frame~~rk of the significant developments precedil13 that Conference.
On Harch 6, 1836, Santa Anna, revolutionary Mexican
leader, sta'1'm8d the Alamo at San lmtonl0 and murdered its defenders. This bloody episode angered the insurgents beyond
measure, and with the cry, HRemember the Alamo", the leaders
aroused ~he people to a desperate struggle for freedom. In the
same month a convention declared independence and adopted a
constitution. Overtures were made to the United States for
anne?Ation. To the antislavery men in the North. the whole
history of the settlement and revolt in '£e::ms bore the appearanc
•
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of a plot to increase the slave area of the United States.
The failure of the antislavery pamphlet campaign of
1835, resulted in a determination to flood Congress with petitions urging Congress to abolish slavery in ld'ashington, D.C. By
1836 the petition campaign headlined the news and indicated that
th~

abolitionists were soon ready to enter vigorously into the
field of political action. A manrnoth. memorial to Congress, t'·10
hWldred feet long, bearing the names of 3,050 NC't7 England clergy
men and beginning "tn the name of Almighty God n , '{¥as presented
against the proposed extension of the domain of slavery. In
the next fe"tv months some one hundred twenty-five separate petitions came from the ministers of the New England states. Calhou
declared that the petitions represented a northern conspiracy
against the institutions of the South, and he moved against thei
reception. A motion known as the pinckney Gag recommended that
all petitions relating ••• to the subject of slavery or
the abolition of slavery shall, without being either
printed or referred, be {aid upon the table, and ••• no
further action tvhatever shall be had thereon. 30
The procedure adopted by Congress for suppressing antislavery
agitation vJaS later employed by the Methodist Church for the
same purpose.
The conference city of Cincinnati was in some respects
an image of the ~1ethodist Chureh. There were three Methodist
churches in the city but only one of the three reported colored
people in its membership. The combined memberships showed
nearly 1,500 Uhites and 127 Negroes. 3l
One third of the 7,500 Negroes in the state of Ohio
resided in Cincinnati. Hany of them t'JCre free and emancipated.
The city authorities had tried by various means to control the
constantly augmented colored population. In 1830 there \1aS a
30 Stokes, ~~~h iDS §tgte, p. 153, 154.
31 Minutes, Vol. II., p. 354.
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series of bloody riots betvreen the ~;.mites and the colored people •.
Cincinnati had also become a center for abolition
activity. During the early 1830's students of the Lane Seminary
had made an attempt to elevate the free Negroes. Libraries and
Sabbath schools had been established. In 1834, hot~ver. the
Lane Seminary authorities decided to abolish the student abolition society. Angered by this decision, most of the students
left the school anc1 moved to Oberlin College. 33 In the month of
April, 1836, James G• .Birney, recently converted to Garrisonism,
moved to Cincinnati and began publishing the rh11NlkhroPiSkLater that year his press and office were destroyed by a mob. 34
Consequently, the sentiments of the people of Cincinnati had &Om
influence on the 1836 General Conference decisions on abolition.
As the reports filtered in, prior to the 1836 General
Conference, it became quite obvious to the church leaders, that
the program of the church was in serious trouble. One of the
surest signs of a crisis l~S the decrease of nearly 2,000 in
membership over the previous year. The 1835 annual report had
indicated an increase of nearly 14,000. 35 The bishops reported:
Though we have ~d a very considerable increase during the
four last years, yet tor the one year past a diminution in
the number of church members appears on the Minutes of the
conference. J6
The prosperity of the church for the years 1830 to 1835 was
32 Dumond, ADt~-et§YehX O~&Ln§, p. 20-36; Barnes,
AntltslavenlmmlJ.se, p. "
33 Barnes, Ap&1-S1axetz ImPDll@, P. 71.
34 Hart, ~lAve£l end Abol1tlt2R, p. 193.
35 From 1830 to 1835, the church membership increased
nearly 165,000 'tVhites and 15,000 colored. t1inutC!it Vol. II.
36 Bangs, H1§tgrv Af l1ethRdi§t Qh!&JtCQ. p. 251.
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crcdited to the uunuaual peace and harmony prevailing" in the
church during those years. This decrease in membership \'las considered to be a most serious matter and Hled to serious inquiry
into its causas. $I Th.e conservatives argued that
the agitations consequent upon the discussions respecting
slavery and abolitiol'lism, no doubt tended to distract the
minds of manI' and to prevent the grolvth of c':<pertmental
and practica religion. 31
.
The abolitionists had their own interpretation of the cause for
the loss of members. r'!r. Scott insisted that the decrease in
members was the result of the church 1 s soft policy toward slavery.::W Regardless of wi:'1ich faction's diagnosis ,vas correct, the
majority of the annual conferences agreed tdth the conservatives.
Consequently, the action on abolitionism at the 1835 Conference
Has an expression of displeasure toward a small segment of
Nethodism. Net'¥' England abolitionism. that tvas disrupting the
church program.

The crisis \-m.8 further evidenced by a decrease in
support for the missionary outreach of the denomination. The
Ne'tv Yort, conference reported a ~1lenty-one per-cent decrease over
the previous year's giving. The Troy and !-laine conferences were
down thirteen per-cent over 1835. The New England conference
indicated a decrease. 39 The conferences of Ne'Vl York, Maine, and
Troy bordered on the abolition territory of the Nethodist Church.
It is impossible to fully ascertain the cause of these decreases
in missionary giving. The significant aspect 1s the interpretation placed on the situation by the conference leaders. As
long as the church officials thought abolitionist activity

37
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38 Elliott, !i£GA!; aic,e§,§1Qlh p. 156.
39 The total giving of the Net'! England conference
down nearly fifty per-cent. Nil'\QtGsa Vol. II., p. 385.
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hindered the "JOrk of the church, it ,·JaS rather easy for them to
reason that this crisis in giving and membership tl7aS the result
of abolitionist agitation. From the records of that 1835 Conference, 1 t is impossible to dray! any other conclusion. The
:i.ssue was the crists :i.n the church program. It is important to
keep in mind that eighteen annual conferences reported a total
missionary giving of $lt4,260.06 for 1836. Seven of the eighteen
conferences gave t'\vo-thirds of the total amount. These conferences were: Pittsburg, Ohio, South Carolina, Virginia, Baltimore, Nevv York, and Oneida. T\iIO of these are in the South and
the other three are border conferences. The t'YX> conferences
of the abolition territory gave only eight per-cent of the total
amount, $3~634.12. Consequently, the financial strength of the
church favored the conservative position on slavery and opposed
the abolitionist agitation. Not only did the crisis in the
church program exercise a controlling influence over the 1836
Conference decisions but so did the opinions of those annual
conferences that provided the largest amount of the financial
support for the church's li.linistr;_
The church's educational institutions tvera in finaneia
straits in 1836. The bishops called attention to the v~rk of
the IIhigher branches of education. It A real need for sufficient
c11C'lo~'lnent of the colleges 'V;1as most evident.
The denomination
had to Ildepend chiefly upon its ovm resources" for the continuance and prosperity of the schools. The church officials
considered this period to be a most critical one for the denomination's colle&"Ca building program. Th.e 1836 report t-Jt1rned:
f indeed at this erisis of our history; ~men these
iterary institutions have just begun to put forth their
energies. al1d to exert their improving influence upon our
V'outh. and upon the church generally, they should be a1l.o'tred to la.nguish for viant of pecuniary means, the effect
'I;«)uld be to throVl us back for y~ars in this branch of
intellectual and moral cultura. 1.O
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The bishops had just eause to be concerned about the
taclt of funds for education. r'1cthodism t s early attcmr>ts to
establish colleges had fa:iled because of financial reverses.
The first eollege, Cokesbury, tJ£lS established 011 the main stage
route bet~'Jeen Philadelphia and Baltimore in 1792. The college
~lj'as destroyed by fire 1r.. l7~5.
Pesley tVTote in his journal:
~:le have not" a second and confirmed aecount that Cokesbury
Cotlege is consumed to ashes, a sacrifice of about ten
thousand pounds in about ten years. Its o~'m1es may rejoice, and its friends need not mourn.. htould any man
81'lie me ten thOUSGrH'! i10und s a year to do and suffer again
't:mat I have done for that house, 1 t'lOuld not do it. The
Lord called not Hr. \..\litefield or the Methodists to build
colleges.
Asbury had spent s good cleat of his ttme raising funds for the
college. He accepted the destruction of the school as a. possibl
tndtcati.on that the I;"n:d (tid not want the Methodists to have sue
institutions of learning. Ii. second attempt. ho'tv'ever. t'las made
to reestablish Cokesbury college in 1796. 'rhe new building ''laS
destroyed by fire a short time later. A third a.ttempt failed
Hfor tr..:tnt of money "." ,,41 The 1820 General Conference recomm.ended to the annual conferences the establishment, as soon as
practicable, of education institutions under their control. The
Pittsburg Conference U'.ade plans to open Hadison College, named
in honor of ex-President Madison. Unfortunately, the money did
not come in and the faculty 't~S not adequately supported. The
college vJaS forced to close in 1829 only a short time after its
opening. Several colleges had been established and struggled
to keep their doors open. McKendree College in Illinois was
organized in 1830; '3esleyan University of Conne1:icut In 1832;
La Gmnga in North Al8,barr.a in 1831; Rando1ph-Nacon of Virginia
in 1832; and in 1835 the Indtana conference voted to establish
•
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a Hethodist college in Indiana. In 1836 they 'VJ'Cre engaged in
It ~
raising endo't..tl.1.ents for professorships. -.. '"
Consequently, the Nethodist bishops "Jere detennined
that: no obstacle should be placed in the -way of the educational
program of the denominat:1on. The Hethodist Church wns already
behind trlOSt religi.ous bodies in this respect and the future of
the church in Americ.!L~ necessitated the raising of the church's
educational standards.
Plantation missions reported the clOSing of certein
missions and the 1836 records indicated a decrease of nearly one
thousand in colored membership. This dOlmi.~rd trend t·mich began
in 1835 resulted in a careful study of the effects of aboli ...
tionism on the missionary efforts in the South. Some of the
bishops travelled extensively through-out the southern states.
They carefully surveyed theeituation. There ",;as no doubt in
the milla of the church leaders concerning the hannful effects
of abolitionist agitation on plantation mission~. This ~BS most
evident in the report submitted to the General Conference of
1836:
~Je have in evidence before us, that the inflammatory
speeches, and trltings. and movements, have tendec1 ~
in many 1.11.stances, injuriously to s.ffect his (Negro's)
temporal and spiritual condition, by hedging up the
\/Jay of the missionary tvho is sent to preach to him
Jesus ••• an..1 by making a more rl{;id f'tupC:"rvlsion
necessary on the part of his overseer, fhereby abridging his civil and religious l'rlvileges. i3
'£his report 'toms Significant for ttVO reasons: It was based on an
e,{;tensive survey of the southern situation and it supported the
southern contention that 3~;olitionism tms disrupting the efforts
of pl~ation missions.
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In addition to the membership and financial reverses
in the church program, \-laS the loss of the Hethodist Book Concern
in Fehnul1:y, 1836. The entire property, valued at $250,000 ~>18.s
destroyed by fire. "'!'he buildings, all the printing And binding
materials, a vast quantity of booles, bound and in sheets, a
valuable library, ~mich the editor had been collecting for
several years, were in a fevl hours consUtiled. II Hhat made the
fire more disastrous was the fact that only a small portion of
the assets '(.Jere insu1"ed, some $25,000. The New York City fire,
tv~ months before, had prostrated most of the insurance offices,
making it impossible to get insured in New York Hwith any safety
for some time, tt and it uwas next to impossible to get insured
114
elsc\'*tere on any terms. tf '.
This loss, a considerable sum for
the dcnornina.tion, only intensified the critical condition of the
Nethodist Church situation in 1836.
The defiant attitude of the abolitionists was not conducive to any practical settlement of the controversy. On
January l~ 1836, the ~1ethodist abolitionists issued the first
edition of the 'z:LRA'§ t.J,,"bmsn. The purpose of the 'tveekly i.1aS
to defend the Discipline of the Methodist Church against Hthe
sin of holding and treating the human species as pro?Jcrty.1l It
\ms assumed that the periodical tvould be as much an "official
orsan of the }-fethodist Episcopal Church as the Christian Advocate
and J2YXP!1." Attacks were made/~n the church, its bishops,
mirdsters, editors, and rIlembers" it') The establishment of a
periodical to state the abolitionist position; the election of
a slate of abolitionist delegates to the 1836 General Conference;
the detemination of a small segment of the denomination to foree
its will on the entire General Conference, tJere all considered

.l!UJl.,
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to be fraught with danger for the denomination.
Within the framework of financial and membership reverses, the General Conference of 1836 began its deliberations on
May second. The customary fraternal address of the British Conference was read. It affectionately but frankly set forth its
opinion that slavery was inconsistent with the spirit of the
Gospel and intimated that American Methodists ought, on that
account. to take steps toward the position that the British
church had adopted. Resentment was caused by the address and a
rather noncommittal reply was devised in \\!bich it was said, "Had
you been as well acquainted with the subject as we are ••• your
tone of sympathy for us would have been deeper and more pathetic~ 6
~~r. Orange Scott, abolitionists' spokesman, immediately moved to
have the address printed in the church publications. Dr. Bangs,
,conservative, opposed the motion and it was laid on the table.
The vote for a decision on whether or not to print the report was
59 to 59. In the event of a tie, no decision was made. 47
On Thursday, May 10th, a protracted debate on slavery
erupted on the floor of the Conference. Two of the abolitionist
delegates had lectured at an abolition meeting in Cincinnati on
Nay lOth. A resolution vlaS proposed for the purpose of censuring
the two lecturers. The preamble recited that the country had
been profoundly stirred by the activities of abolitionism. It
also stated that two members of the Conference had increased the
excitement in Cincinnati by lecturing in favor of abolitionism.
Such a course, the resolution stated, would bring upon the General Conference suspicion and because of this, the Conference

46 Elliott, ~~eaF ~ecession. p. 157; Bangs, H1§tory Qf
Methodist Chyrsh, p. 2 ..... , 24 •
47 'bid., p. 158.
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must issue a full statement of its position on abolitionism.
After considerable debate. the General Conference adopted the
following resolutions: In the first one, the church voiced its
disapproval of the conduct of
the two members of the General Conference who are reported
to have lectured in this city, recently, upon and in favor
of modern abolitionism.
The second resolution stated that the General Conference '~s
decidedly opposed to modern abolitionism. and wholly disclaimed any right. wish, or intention to interfere in the
civil and political relation between master and slaxS' as
it exists in the slaveholding states of this Union.
By a vote of 120 to 14 49 the Conference voted to adopt the two
resolutions. The printing question's tied vote may be attributed
to the fact that the acceptance of the report of the British address did not censure the abolitionists nor condemn slavery. it
was not a vote against abolitionists; it was nothing more than
an endorsement of th~ Briti.h ~reetings. The suhject of the two
resolutions against abolitionism demanded that every delegate
take his stand on the· "agitating" question of modern abolitionism
The deb~te on the t,~ proposals had delineated the real issue at
the Conference. That issue vJaS not slavery but it was the disruption of the peace and harmony in the church and a consequent
deeiease in membership and financial support. Mr. Orange Scott
contended that the peace of the church needed to be disturbed:
The peace of the church t«lich is disturbed by agitating
views of slavery, ought to be broken. It may not, perhaps.
be alt-m~;~ best that the church be at peace •••• The
Methodt·st Episcopal Church has an unholy alliance with
slavery; she ought not. th~refore, give herself any peace
until she cleanses her skirt. from blood-guiltiness.
Shall the dearest interests of undying millions be sacrificed upon the altar of the peace of the church?50

48 JOYInAl. Vol. II., p. 447.
49 The fourteen negative votes ~~re cast by the abolit10nist delegates from New Hampshire and New England conferences.
50 Hatlack • .IoW~p..sl=:a.~~~I.::.=~~l.;;.e, p. 96, 97; Bangs,
the 1et d
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Dr. Capers, founder of plantation missions, narrated several instances that evidenced a great need for prudence in order to prevent persecution of the southern preDctlers working amo~g the
slaves. A number of conservative spokesmen maintained that abol!
tionism was the cause of the critical situation in the church's
program. The interests of the abolitionists and those of the
plantation missionaries had collided at this Conference. For the
abolitionists, purity of the church is the issue; for the plantation missionaries. the agitation of abolitionism is the problem; for the conservatives, the crisis in the deparbnents of
education, publication, and missions is the issue. Consequently,
the main task of this Conference t~S to get the denomination moving forward again.
On May 20, a report of the committee on the Judiciary
on slavery accented the problems of a border annual conference,
namely, Baltimore. This conference had always refused to receive
slaveholding preachers, or to ordain local preachers \~o were
slaveholders. A petition from the Lancaster and ~.]estmoreland cir
cuits asked that this practice be discontinued so that slave·
holders could be ordained. These circuits, although in the salti
more conference, were in the state of Virginia. The petitioners
pointed out the fact that it was ~rnpr4ct1cable to emancipate
slaves 1n their state. For this reason, it was argued, they came
under one of the exceptions t..C the general rule of the Discipline
on slavery. The Disciplin~ stated that
no slaveholder shall be eligible to any official station
in our church hereafter, whpn the laws of the state in
which he lives t~ll admit of eman~ipation and permit the
liberated slave to enjoy freedom. 51
The committee r:uled that the Baltimore conference §hgt;11n be per-
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mitted to act as it desired in this matter.
On May 22nd, the report of the committee on slavery t>7S.S
presented and adopted by a vote vbich represented ninety per-cent
of the delegates. The abolitionists had attempted to persuade
the General Conference to change the rule on slavery and restore
the earlier provision. This request aroused a reaction, which.
according to Peter Carttit'ight. both threatened secession and a
proposal to have the rule stricken out altogether. 52 Although
this was a private caucus. it evidenced mounting strife on both
sides of the controversy. The committee reported.
That it was lnex~0rl ent to make any change in our book of
Discipline respectirif slavery. and that we deem it improper further to ag tate the SUbject in the General Conference at present."
The abolitionists had tt-lO members out of the seven on the committee.
The southern. delegates had .accepted the conference
action on abolition as "indicative of a determination on the part
of the Hethodist ministry throughout the North not to interfere
't'11th the domestic in.stitutions in the South. u 5 !! The election of
bishops on May 24th greatly disturbed this southern assurance.
Dr. capers. candidate from the South, was rejected because of his
connection with slavery. The three newly elected bishops all
came from the North. The southern ,leaders were enraged by the
rejection of their man. A s~cond event lvhlch influenced this
reaction of the South was the circulation of an abolition pamphlet on the eve of the election. The author, Orange Scott, raised
all the arguments of the abol1tionists and denounced the position
of the Methodist Church on slavery. One of Scott's statements
52 The earlier rule was more strict and was adopted in
1784, but due to its strictness, t~S suspended in six months.
53 J9»~al, Vol. II., p. 475.
54 Hatlack, Ant1,§!avery Stmau;le, p. 101.
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tl.1ost alarming to the southern delegates:
~1y vie'tV' of abolitionism is as strong and incendiary as can
be found in the Garrisonian school, because it is the very
same. I have read all the abolition authors and therefore
kllOW what abolition is. 54
As a result of these develollments, the southern delega.tes had 8. meeting and discussed the possibility of t1ecession.
At least, this was the declaration of ~'Jilliam A. Smith, delegate
from virginia. 55 On July 30th, fol1o~~ng the General Conference.
a circular \VSS pub1tshed by Smith. In surveying the decisions of
the 1836 General Conference, he gave recognition to the resolutio ..ls on aoolitionism but contended that a "large majority voted
on the principles of abolitionism in the election of bishops. n
He remonstrated that the highest qualified man was set aside because of his connection vJith slavery, not for want of proper
qualifications. Smith called upon all southern preachers to
rally around the interests of the South. Furthermore, he argued,
that unless these difficulties were adjusted by 1840, the South
might find it tvise to establish their own General Conference. 56
The decisions of the 1836 General Conference v~r.e interpreted as a decisive defeat for the abolition forces. The
election of bishops left the South dissatisfied. The Conference
deliberations were influenced by the state of the nation, slavery
sentiments of the city of Cincinnati, the crisis in the church
program, and the obstinate attitude of the abolitionists. The
order of events on the agenda proved to be most significant.
Had the election of the bishops preceded the resolutions on
abolitionism, the possibility of a split in 1836 'IiVOula have been
more imminent. The Pastoral Address, prepared by a committee,
\'18S
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signed by all the bishops, and published by order of the General
conference, exhorted the delegates to "abstain from all abolition
movements and associations. and to refrain from patronizing any
of their publicati.ons. uS7 The manner 1n which the bishops implemented the wishes of the General Conference in the next four
years. raised a ne,\-] issue and pushed the slavery controversy
into the background. The new question wns concerned with conference rights.

Chapter

v.

Conference Rights
The Nethodist Church in 1836 had voiced its disapproval
of modern abolitionism. The general rule on slavery remained un....
changed. All further agitation of slavery vms condemned. The
executive and state administrative officers vrere urged to act in
~dth the General Conference on these matters.
During the enSUing quadrennium, the slavery controversy
v.dthin the Methodist Church intensified. In almost all of the
annual conferences it 'WaS discussed and resolutions were adopted.
The abolitionists tvet"e a small but determined minority. Abolitionist lecturers traveled to many of the northern conferences
,,;1th the hope of winning converts. The irrmediatE! objects of the
abolitionists were: Expressions of antislavery sentiments in the
annual and quarterly conferences; the enactment of prohibitory
rules against slavery by the General Conference; the ulttmate extirpation of slavery from the land. l In order to secure their
aims, agitation of the church was considred imperative. I t 'toms
this agitation that the bishops determined to crush. They feared
that it tOCJuld seriously disrupt the peace and unity of the church
and Mtion. 2 The leaders of the church sought to allay the excitement by discouraging and suppressing discussion of the subject. The methods employed in these efforts gave rise to a new
issue, that of conference rights.
The conference rights issue had several facets 'W"ith one
1
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principal objective, namely. to cut out of the Hethodist body the
cancer of radical abolitionism. Armed 'ttnth the mandate of the
General Conference, the church leaders began their work immediately follotdng the 1836 General Conference. All discussion of
the subject of abolitioniam ,~s to be suppressed and every minister was to refrain from any connection with the movement.
On July 13, 1836, the New England conference 3 convened
and immediately appointed a committee on slavery and abolition.
Although the report on abolition of slavery vas ready several
days before the conference adjourned, the bishop refused to allow
it to be read. Fl8111Yt on the last day of the conference, near
the hour of midnight, Bishop Hedding asked for the committee's
report. He refused to entertain a motion for its adoption until
it could be re-read and discussed in detail. Obviously, it had
to be t.n.thdratvn. This action of Bishop Hedding initiated the
conference rights controversy. which was to continue for several
years. In a letter to the bishop, Orange Scott disputed the
right of Hedding to cause delay of action or to object to any
part of a report. r~eried Scott, "Hhat right had you to say that
the report on slavery should not be presented titl all the other
business of the conference 'WaS finished?" He then questioned
Hedding's refusal to put a motion for the adoption of the report~
On the eve,..of the 1837 annual conference of New England t the :::~lition1 sts held a meeting and resolved that they
\vould decline to do any business until the petitions on slavery
had been presented. All other questions were to be laid on the
table aptil the president granted their request. If the presiding offt.cer refused to do this, the conference would be forced
to adjourn. Bishop ~\laugh, president, refused to honor their re3 The majority of the delegates in this conference \:;JGre
abolitioltistS.
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The petitions tvere not referred to a committee; no appeal
could be made to the conference from his decision; and a request
for an ej~pression of Q1'.)inion by the conference on the matter ..vas
5
~
rejected.
The abolitionists, hot...ever, did not go ahea.d "dth
their plan so that the conference did continue its work. The sam
procedure was pursued hy the abolitionists in the New Hampshire
conference \vtth virtually the same result. The presiding elder
declined to accept the slavery report and explained that,
if, in the judgment of the president the report of said
committee snall contain any article contrary to the
Discipline of our church, or contrary to the advice of
the General Conference as expressed in the pastoral
address of that body, bearlng date 1'1ay 26, 1836, it is
understood and admitted that he, the said president is
under no obligation to put to vote any motion to adopt
said report. 6
The gag rule of the Hethodist Church applied only to
the discussion of the abolition of slavery. Most of the other
conferences adopted reports on slavery during these years. The
loost explosive resolution was accepted by the Georgia conference
in 1837. It was declared that "it is the sense of the Georgia
conference that slavery, as it exists in the United States is not
a moral evil .... It The conference expressed its gratitude to the
General Conference for its attempt to suppress abolitionism. 7
The South Carolina conference in 1838, endorsed the Georgia resolution and added more ;fucl to the fire by contending that it
represented the sentiment of the ministers of the vmole South. 8
In ~ary, within the abolitionist territory, no
motions on slavery reports v;ere 8.110\17eo to be voted on and the
subject ".;as ruled out as a part of annual cOl'1ference business.
quest.

5 I.h1..d., p.
6 l1?ti!. t p.
1 1..h.i.,g., p.
8~•• p.
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At the same time, most other conferences were pem1.tted to discuss the question of slavery and place resolutions on record
opposing abolitionism. In some instances, slavery was declared
not to be a moral evil. To the abolitionists. this was only a

further indic&tton of the partiality shown by the church hierarchy. To them it was abundantly elear that there was it concerte
effort for !"ep'J:'ession on the part of the church officials.
The second facet of the suppression strategy concerned
itself ~nth the punishment of those ministers ~1O strayed from
the General Conference policy on abolition1~. The manner of
discipline varied from conference to conference. The 1836
General Conference had laid dovJ'tl a pattern for the annual eonferences by defining the responsibility of the minister to the
conference. No member 'WaS "to engage in agencies not kno't..n or
recognized in the Hethodist Episcopal Church." The presiding
elder '<18.8 not allo't:1ed to release a preacher from his assigned
church to engage in agencies of any kind not recognized by the
Hethodist Church. No member was pennitted to participate in
political strife. 9
Many of the annual conferences adopted rules for the
purpose' of keeping their ministers in line t~th conference
policy. The New York conference forbade its members to attend
antislavery conventions, to deliver abolition lectures, to form
antislavery SOCieties, or "in any way agitating the subject so
to disturb the peace and harmony of the church ••• ,,10 The 1837
conference ruled that hoM nought to be elected to the office of
a deacon or elder in our church" unless he pledged to refrain
from discussing the abolition v1e~Jil)oint.ll Charles True, ::1 roam9 Bangs, HbstRa pi He:tbgd~§:t Ch3U'Sh, Vol. IV. t p. 266.
10 Elliott, Q;eAt SiSess~QD, p. 193.
11 Hatlack, Antislave;:;yStmggle, p. 112.
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ber of the New York conference, was suspended from all the functions of a minister by a vote of ninety-one to thirty-aven. He
was accused of violating the pledge of slavery of the conference,
attending an antislave~ meeting, and assisting in the publication of an antislavery tract. The suspension 't'laS removed upon
his promise to abide by the conference rules on abolitionism. 12
The Philadelphia conference, beginning in 1837. asked
all candidates for admission the question, UAre you an aholitionist?" All those who gave 411 affirmative anSVJGr "Jere re..
jected. 13 Lucius Matlaek was unable, because of his abolitionist
activities to get full membership in the Philadelphia conference.
In 1837, when he W8.S presented with high reconmendation, one of
the presiding elders said:
Hr. President, the abolitionists are radicals. This
youngman is a radical. These radicals deny your
authOrity and the authority of the General Conference.
He has been spoken of as a young man of talents and
p1e~.
If he were as pious as St. Paul and as talented
as an angel, he should never enter thif4conference as
an abolitionist 1f I could prevent it.
Matlack vms unantmously voted out of the conference in 1838 as a
result of his abolitionist c.onnections.
Paul R. Brown 't1a.S accused of attending the Utica Anti ...
slavery convention and brought to trial. He refused to reca11t
ana after being publicly rehutted by the b'isl\op, he was moved to
a distant field 'tmere nhe suffered much inconvenience and many
nrlvations. u15
"
The abolitionists, unable to express their senttments

12
13

p. 113.
lb1p., p. 117.
14 Buckley, Hift9£l g& tletbggi&m, p. 6,7.
15 Matlack. ADt~f1lx~£Y, ~tfQia'e, p. 114.
~.,
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in the annual conferences, moved their agitation to the convention hall. On August 3, 1337, a Methodist antislavery convention
t.17SS held in Cazenovia, New York.
Resolutions were adopted on
subjects of slavery and conference rights. On the conference
rights question it was maintained that the 4l'l1tW11 conference
should be the judge as to what ItbuS1neS8 the interests of the
church require to be done. u16 The 1838 convention held in Utica,
Neu York, \llected delega~;!'!s to represent the Methodist abolitionists at the Cana.dian and British conferences. 17 The convention tmtch met in Lowell t Massachusetts, in November of 1838
adopted resolutions censuring the methods resorted to by the bishops and the General Conference. It t'l1aS pointed out that Itsouthern conferences may takoany ground they please in favor of
slavery."
The abolitionists had reached the conclusion that unless the church's pOSition on slavery ~i;as changed lefore 18l~O,
the General Conference would continue the present ~licy. The
NevI England conference adopted a resolution which called for a
change in the church's rule on slavery_ The annual conferences
tv-ere as.ked to pass jUdgment on the proposed alteration v.hich
'\JOUld consider not only the buying and selling of slaves a sin
but the holding of them as well. The Genesee conference rejected it tvith a vote of sixty to thirty. The Pittsburg conferenee reported five votes in iavcr of the neti regulation. All
of the other conferences outside New England gave less than two
votes for the proposal. 1S The conventions and the New England
cQnference resolution represented a desperate attempt to force

16 Elliott, Grga$j §ece~Ujtpnt p. 179.
17 Hatlack, Ant~§1tfillt;en §tbllsate, p. 126.
18 Buckley, Hi.I~Qn a' ,·1etbPdiE, p. 12.
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the abolitionist vie't\TS on the church. As the church approached
the 1840 General Conference the ministers and annual confer~nces
t-lerc marching. ,,-dtb fe'>1 exceptions.• in line tdth the official
church policy on slavery. lbe abolitionists had been suppressed
and in sorne instances expelled from the church.
!t·1O important developments exercised a marked influence
on the 18{~O General Conference decisions. The first one had to
do with the situation tdthin American abolitioniStll. The House
of Representatives in 1840, pa.ssed a gag rule which not only
shelved abolition petitions but denied their reception. The
petition campaign had been one of the most extensive propaganda
drives in. our nation's history.19 The Hethodist abolitionists
had contributed their share of time and money to the crusade.
Congress' action was interpreted as a major setback for the movement. Garrison and Birney had created more trouble for the Heth.
oelist abolitionists by 't>1Qging a furious campaign against the
churches and the ministry. The Hethodist. Baptist, and Congregational preachers in the antislavery society had urged Garrison
to dissociate his magazine, the LiboIltiW. from its official
connection With the society. Garrison continued to denounce the
churches. He declared,
the corruptions of the church, so-called. are obviously
more deep and incurable than those of the state, and
therefore. the church, in spite of every precaution, is
first to be dashed to pieces.20
Birney made his attack on the American churches t.mile on a speakint; 1;rtp in England. He called upon the British people to ~se
their influence to persuade the American churches "to purify
themselves from a sin that has greatly debased them, and that
threatens in the end to destroy them.,,21 Public reaction against

19 Barnes, ADS1-S1AXetx ImPHk§e, p. 133.
20 Smith,

Rev1vab~lro,

p. 20.

21 Elliott, Gx:eat sooea19P, p. 212.
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Garrisonts and Birney's attacks reacted favorably to the conservative position of the Methodist Church.
A second sigr.ificant development concerned itself with
the prosperous program of: the church in 1840. The remarkable
gro't'1th of the past four yearst<7as attributed to the successful
c~shing of the agitation within the anntwl conferences.
The
"<)
manbership had increased nearly 90,000 in three years. L~ This
\'1<1S interpreted as a further indication of the wisdom of the plan
to suppresseS the agitation of the abolitionists. The :1ethodist
Chul:Ch now had seventeen colleges and tl>1enty-one academies. The
need for proper endo't~ent t.JaS still great. It was also felt that
there should be some central control of all the educational insti
tutions of the church. 23 Four hundred thousand dollars had been
appropriated for missions during the quadramlium. l~e giving for
18/+0 more than doubled that of 1839. Hissions had been established in Ohio and Pennsylvania Getman communities and among the
French in New York. Several new missions had been organized in
Hexieo. In addition to the re!,'Ular givins, more than six htmdred
thousand dollars had been pledged for missions and education
during the Centenary celebrations in 1839. 'rhe senti;nents of the
I
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22 The order of this increase is significant. The 1837
annual report sho\ved an increase of 5,l!i9 \:Ihites and a decrease
of 5,639 Colored. Although recorded l.n 1831, an annual report
covers part '0£ the year before. The 1836 Gsneral Conference left
both the abolitionists and southemers vexy disturbed for reasons
already discussed. This dissatisfaction possibly accounts for
the discouraging repol"t of 1.837" Frotn the 1838 report through to
l8 ttO, the picture is radically different. In 1838, there was an
increase of 40,135 in ~~1tes, and 2,996 in Negroes; in 1839,
3S,l l }O ':tJhites, and 7,196 Negroes. tegarcUess of the nmny factors
involved in tnis increase, the hishops observed that as the
agitation in the annual conferences diminished, the church prosperea. J9WiDike. Vol. II •• p. 154; t,U.nytes, vol. IT..
23 Bangs, HiutsEY pf Hct,J.}wSUe Church, p. ~53; ;c;1\Ui'M1s
Vol~ II., p. 140.
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church officials in 1840 'tl7ere e,~pressed by HcTyeire: liThe prospect ,,<Jag full of hope; the time, propitious. So true it is, that
the church has nothing to fear from foes tvithout, if there 1s
') I.
peace 't'11thin. w-,·t
It is at this point that 't'i1Z have the key to the understanding of the 1836 and 1840 C~neral Conference decisions. The.
decrease in membershl~ for 1836 greatly troubled the church
leaders. The issue at that time 'tilClE' not slavery; it tvas the sad
condition of the church program and the necessity of taking vroper measures to correct the situation. By 18 l1-0, prosperity had
returned and the healthy condition of the church was interpreted
as an endorsement of the methods used to restore peace and harmony.2S
nle General Conference convened in Baltimore on May 1,
1840. T\«l of .:the important matters before the delegates were:
TIle conference rights controversy which had been dehated in most
of the annual conferences; and the old issue of slavery. The
former had arisen as a result of the methods used by the conference executives to implement the 1836 General Conference resolutions on abolitionism. The bishops assured the assembled
preachers that they had endeavored "both in our official administration and in our private intercourse with the preachers and
members ll , to carry out the policy of the General Conference. For
the most part. they reported, nour efforts in this respect have
been generally approved and your advice received and practically
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2i. HollAnd N. HC'r',lCi.re,
R1,tQIX ~f Hethos!ism, (Nashville: Southern PHblishing House, 8, Ij . , p. -IT.
25 It 1s interesting to note that NetV' England f s conference giving dropped 40% in the 1837 report; in 1838 it rose
nearly 60% and continued to l"i se during this four years. Conference officials must have noted that their. enforcement of the
General Conference rule on abolitionism di~
di~~ourage the
missionary giving of the abolition conference.
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observed in a very large w.ajority of the annual conferences. ,,26
Anticipating the conference rights discussion on the conference
floor, the bishops delineated the principal po~.nts of disagreement. nle issue t~S stmplc: The abolitionists contended that the
annual conference had the right to udecide ,.tmt husiness they wil
don, and the bishops insisted that the "president has the right
to determine questions of order subject to appeal lt according tQ
the policies of the General Conference. 27 The General Conference
by a large majority, voiced its approval of the course pursu~d
by the bishops in quelling the agitation. The General Conference
then ruled that the "bishop in an annual conference, and the
pre siding elder in a quarterly meeting conference shall decide
all questions of la\'1. tt Furtherrr.ore, the president of an annual
or quarterly meeting tfhas the right to decline putting the question on a motion, resolution, or report, tmen. in his judgment,
such motion does not rolate to the proper business of the conferenee. 1t28 So far as the Methodist Church was concerned, this
'trias the end of the conference rights controversy. For the abolitionist forces, it "laS another defeat.
The slavery issue '(plag still very much alive in the 1840
General Conference. The supremacy of the antl-abilitlonist
forces '{'JaS demonstrated by the legislation. The committee on
slavery advised that
it is inexpedient to e:tpress any opinion, or to adopt any
measures to control or modify slavery as it exists 1n the
United States, othe~9than those nOll recognized in our
book of Discipline. '"
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An appeal of Rev. Silas Comfort from a decision of the Hissouri
conference provoked a rather intense debate on slavery. The
charge against Comfort vJaS maladministration, admitting Negro
testimony in the trial of a \vhite man. Mr. Comfort contended
that the Discipline contained no special rule on the case; and
the 88,000 Negro members of the Hethodist Church '\vould be
offended. The Missouri conference ruled that the church could
not accept colored testimony as long as the courts of Hissouri
refused to honor it. Various resolutions were voiced by the
delegates. The one adopted stated that
it is inexpedient and unjustifiable for any preacher
among us to permit colored persons to give testimony
against a white person in any state Where they are denied
that privilege in trials at law. 30
Anticipating the opposition of Negro church members and the aboli
tionists. the Conference later passed a second resolution 'tl7hich
suggested that it 't.;as not the intention of the Methodist Church
to uexpress or imply any distrust or want of confidence in the
Christian piety or integrity" of its Negro members. 3l
A petition to the General Conference from the Hestmoreland district t~s stmilar to the one it had presented in 1836.
\Jestmoreland '!.>1BS a circuit in the Baltimore conforence but lay
i-rl.thin the bounds of the state of Virginia. Certain preachers in
that Qistrict had been refused ordination in the conference solel
on the ground of being slaveo'tmers. They argued that Virginia
should be included among those states for vhlch e:tception 't'l7aS
ade ~ the Methodist DiSCipline, since it ~s a state whose laws
orba e
anum s810n.". The General Conference hesitated to apply the
general rule to the lilest:moreland sit1..1lltion for t~ reasons:
There was some question as to 'tmether slaveholding was the only
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reason for refusing these preachers ordination; and the General
Conference had permitted the annual conferences to detennbl.c the
requirements for ordination. The case came before the General
Conference on June third near the hour of midnight. The resolution was adopted with very little examination of its contents.
1 t stated that
under the provisional elt:ception of the general rule of
the church on the subject of slavery., the simple holding
of slaves, or mere ownership of slave property, in states
or territories where the laws do not admit of emanCipation,
and pcmit the liberated slave to enjoy freedOlJl. constitutes
no legal barrier to the election of ordination of ministers
to the various grades of office known to the ministry of
the Hethodist Episcopal Church,and can not be considered
us operating any forfcitu~ of rights in view of such
election and ordination. 3 ...
This hurried action of the General Conference became the stronghold in favor of a slaveholding episcopacy in the 1844 General
Conference.
The decisions of the 1840 General Conference were received ~4th satisfaction in the South. For the abolitionists,
there was virtually no jud~ent of that Conference which could
be interpreted as favoring their cause. The delegates had refused to censure Georgia for its 1837 resolution which declared
that slavery 'tV8S not a moral evil. 33 Considered within the
framework of the total church picture, the results 'tvere not unusual. The prospcri~ of the denomination from 1836 to 1840; the
sentiments of more than nine ... tenths of the annual conferences;
the situation vnthin the American abolition camp all favored
the conservativQ policies of the Hethodist Church in 1840.
In reviewing the conference rights controversy, 1 t must
be admitted that both sides in the struggle exceeded the bounds
of truth and charlty. '£he officials of the church were charged

32
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tdth responsibility of executing the 'illi.shes of the 1836 General
Conference. The mandate called for the suppression of all
agitation. l>'!ore than ninety-par-cent of the annual conferences
supported this policy. One small sec tlon of the church could
not be pe~itted to dictate the policies for the whole denomination. h,ben a minister became involved in the abolition crusade, his,
('hurch responsibilities were neglected. Income
and energy 't'*tich normally ~;uuld have gone for church activity
were channeled into the crusade for abolition. Agents traveled
to the various annual conferences stirring up opposition to the
presiding bishops and disrupting the business of those assem'"
blies. Pulpits were sometimes occupied without perm1ssion of the
preacher in charge. nt'~oney is wri.ng from the sympathies of women
and children, by a detail of tragic storles, in circuits where
the preacher can scarcely be supported. n&e cycle is the sanua.
agitate to get money, and get money to agi,tate.,,34 Should this
crusade become contagious and infect the Whole of the northern
con.ferences of the Hethodist Church, the bishops feared it ~uld
seriously cripple the denomination.
To the abolitionists, purity v<1aS more desirable than
the peace and 'harmony of the church. Orange Scott contended
that Uabolitionism, the purifying process, ought to be carried
out in all its sractical operations, t·matever the consequences
to the church. If 5 Agitation, it was felt, was necessary in
order to wake up the church to its responsibility to the Negro.
The church officials did discriminate against the abolitionists.

The latter's status in the conference t~s often determined on
this one matter alon" regardless of character and devotion as
a mblister. Some t>1ere cut off from the conference, and others
-;']ore suspended until tq.ey agreed to fillfill certain, conditions.

34 Slliott, Greek Scces§h2n, p. 186.
35
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The abolitionists, hO't'1ever. unfairly attempted to pL;\cc their
opponents on the proslaver'l side. All those ,;<1110 questioned the
measures used by the agitators, ,vere listed as proslavery men.
Abuse 'tvas resorted to 1n many instances. Bishop and Mrs. Flooding
Here made the objects of a burlesque slave auction in many of the
abolitionist speeches.
The 1840 General Conference may have ruled 011 the conference rights controversy, but it: did not resolve the slavery
question. Abolitionisul.I!k'lY have been knocked out but it was far
from dead. The ensuing four years 't~tnessed events 't4h1ch changed
the thinking of the consct"'latives in the church. III 18!.fO. the
abolitionists \-rere a helpless minority. In the 184·/1' General
Conference they sat on the sidelines and joyfully 1;,-Jatched the
conservatives in the church defend the abolitionist position.
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Cha.pter VI.

Road to Reunion
The quadrennium of 18L}O to 181fl. vvi.tnesscd a remarkable
change in Hethodisra's official policy toward slavery. The legislation of the 1840 General Conference t~S perfectly satisfactory
to the South. All the factions in the church believed that consertlatism had t'30n and the unity of the church had been preserved.
The abolitio,nists considere('l their situation hopeless. Orange
Scott responded, uTh,ere is therefore no alternative but to submit to things as they are or sccede. ul Four years later, the
situation t'.ras reversed. Every decision of the l8 /i- / + General Conference 'Ii.ras considered a Victory for the abolitionists. The
conservatives, who had formerly voted ~dth the South, threw their
support to the cause of the abolitionists. The South, a definite
minority, chose secession as the most prudent course for them to
follow. The causa of the conscrvativcstg shift in position is
the central theme of this chapter.
The t-rethodist abolitionists, in the fall of 18 1.,0, held
a convention in New Yon< City for the purpose of rallying their
divided forces. The abolitionists criticized the l8!~O General
Conference for its failure to disapprove of the Georgia and South
Carolina resolutions ~vh1ch declared that slavery \ms not t,:. moral
evil. The Conference tvas also censured for its resolutions on
the testimony of colored people and its refusal to restore the
?
carlier and stricter rule on slavery ...· The convention, ho"-Jever t

1 Simpson. Encxclpp~dil. of Het,hodifl£h p. 791.
2. t1atlack, ADtl§lsnz;c;e:x Sknl~gle, p. l l16.
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did not accomplish its purpose. During the years of l8L~O to l8Lt 2
abolitioni.sm had a sickly (mistence. The American Antislavery
Society tvas divided as a result of disputes concerning the rights
of v~en, the non-resistent sentiments of Garrison, and the
attacks on the churches and the Constitution of the United States
These disagreements splintered the movement_ The abolitionist
periodicals t,yere no longer self-supporting and many $~ild that
that abolitionism tm9 dead. 3 A number of the agitators t~nt into
retir.ament. Orange Scott v4thrlre'V1 from the controversy ,'!n~
f:
settled quietly in Netvberry, Vermont. '-t Bishop Hedding, in the
fall of 1842, observed: "The antislavery excitement in the church
is at an end. uS
Although abolitionism was sick, it t.zEta not dead. The
year 1843 saw a great 8.vmkening in the abolitionist C8nlP and
among the conservatives within the church. Prior to 1842, no
annual conference was permitted to express abolitionist scntiments. After 1843, annual conferences ,~re allowed to adopt resolutions e:tpressing any vie'Vl of slavery without the objection
of the presiding elders. In order to ~ard off secessions of
abolitionists, conventions \~re held in Boston; Hal1o\~11. Maine;
and Claremont, New Hampshire in 1843. The Boston meeting resolved that flslaveholding 1s sin; that every slaveholder is a
sinner, and ought not to be admitted to the pulpit or the communion; that the ~1ethodist Episcopal Church is responsihle for
slavery tdthin its pale. tt The liaina Convention reported that
there ~rore ~dthin the Methodist Church "200 traveling ministers
holding 1600 slaves; about 1,000 local preachers holding 10,000;
and about 25,.000 members holdir.g 207,900 more. 1t The third con.-
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ference of abolitionists resolved that "the only way to prevent
entire dissolution among us as a church is in an entire separation from the South. If '-'S According to Hatlack, a plan \';as agreed
upon for memorializing the General Conference to divide the
church, North and South, or to set off the New England conferences by themselves. 7 Finally, the Cb~stian AclvQcgte ADS
Josma,l. official organ of the church was opened to the discussion of slavery in 1843. Dr. Bond, spokesman for the conservatives. began an attack on the ultras in the South in the
editorial columns of that paper.
The infusion of new life into the antislavery movo~
mettt and the reversal of official church policy toward abolitionism, resulted from a series of diverse developments, beginning with the 1840 General Conference. The resolution rejecting
Negro testimony had been a source of continual controversy in
the North. Dr. Elliott observed, "The colored members of the
church \~an greatly afflicted. This matter had ••• done great
mischief. nO A resolution prepared by the official members of
the Sharp Street and ASbury churches in Baltimore urged the
General Conference to u,·1.l.pe from the jS!P'QlAl this odious resolution. ,,9 One author contends that this action on colored testimony "stirred ~~':)lit1onists to the highest pitch of excitement."l
This was the result at the 18[.0 General Conference; but the after
effects of this action contributed to the reversal of the conservative's position on slavery in 1843.
The resolutions of the Georgia and South Carolina conferences which declared that slavery t>7aS not a moral evil, had

6 Buckley, Hi§t2IY gg UetbQdi§l!h p. 24.
7 ~iatlack. AUkislaveu Sta:J.\ggle, 1'. 152.
8 Elliott, GE!§; Sece§I~DJ p. 223.

9 Hatlack. Aottkllaxeu

~!:+»&ile,

10 Baumer Swaney, ~T)iscoRat
(Boston: 1926). p. 103, 104.

p. 149.
tleJ;hodlsm and Slavety,
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ereatly disturbed the conservatives. It was an indication of the
changing sentiment among southern churchmen toward slavery.
After 1840, there t17aS an increasing tendency, in the South, to
present slavery- as part of God I s plan. Abolitionism tV'aS frequently linked \dth atheism. 11 No member of any soutthern college
faculty could speak against the institution of slavery with impunity. Dr. Boncl, editor of the Christian AdygcD.fie. in 1843
charged that among southern Hethodists Uthere ~,ms ultraism not
less dangerous to the common t-lelfare than that of the abolitionists. tI He contended that the southern position left no room
for hope of a better state of things; ufor slavery must not only
be endured. but purposely propagated. tI He concluded his editorial by declartng that should the church demand ttk~t he advocate or defend the opinion contained in the Georgia and South
Carolina resolutions, he ""JOuld resign as editor. Furthermore.
the conservat1tre spokesman declared that should the church ever
cease to declare slavery to be a moral evil, he l'1Ould seek a
Umore pure community.n 12 Dr. Bond's discussion of slavery and
the expression of his personal opinions represented not merely a
ne\~ poSition but also a different procedure or method.
The conservatives· s decision to discuss the controversy
dates back to the tYinter of 1841 and 1842. ~le slaveholding interests of the state of Haryland held a convention in the winter
of 1841. They recommended to the state legislature a course of
action ,.Jhich ~uld have resulted in driving from the state or
reducing to bondage the free Negroe s. Some of these Negroes
"Jere members of the Hethodist Church. The passage of the bill
by the Haryland House of Representatives brought a vigorous protest from the Hethodlst conservatives. ~\I'her(~as the hill t'laS
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rejected by the Haryland Senate, it awakened the conservatives
of the church to the importance of publicly ~{prossing their
sentiments on such issues. 13 Th.e fol1ot>llng wee!<, Dr. Bond, published an editorial in the ~b&1sti&, Adyoc§;e which overflowed
,dth indignation "at this movement of the slaveholders' convention. n His next sta.tement indicated a net-l procedure for the
conservatives: "The questions '\m.lch l'le "rere told it t~S dangerous
to discuss are no'tv forced upon us by those who conjured us to be
silent for the sake of mercyru'ld humanity; ••• we will discuss
them to the hearts· content of the slaveholders convention. ,,14
The remarks of Dr. Bond and other conservatives in the
Hethodist Church, revealed to the South in 18t.3 that the tide
had changed in favor of the abolitionists. Dr. Wightman, cditor
of the Soy;bem Adygcite, observed that the antislavery feeling
tiTaS gaining ground in the North and winning converts.
I t was
this group, he concluded, ,ilieh ui,dll hold the balance of power
at the approaching Geneml Conference, and will then decide the
destiny aftha church for good or evil. ,,15
"Jhe aftel."l'll8.th of the IB t l-O General Conference decisions
and the Haryland episode eld. 1 ,not represent the only causes of
the conservatives' change 0" heart. In 18[.3, several thousand
laymen and pastors withdral" from the church and formed the \'/08leyan ~iathodist Church. Some authors contend that the s\m.kening
of the antislavery sentiment and the new policy of the church
resulted from this secession. t-ratlack insisted that tlit became
necessary to remove all cause of dissatisfaction with the
position of the church to prevent secession. n 16 Swaney shared
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this view: HThat vJhich the agitation of a decade had failed to
accomplish, the secession of those t.mo formed the :.Jesleyan l1ethtld
l.:St~: Church brought to pass.
For the policy of the Eethodist
Episcopal Church changed immediately t>men the secession movement
began to gain momantum. n17
St,mney and Natlack, it appears, have oversimplified the
reasons for the Hethodist' Church's nOl"] policy on slavery. One
can only conjecture as to hot., much influence the 1843 secession
c}(Grted on the church guides but it was not the only factor involved. Small groups of 3boli~~onists seceded from the church
as early as 1839. Oran~Scottt the abolitionist evangelist,
left the church in 18 l t2. 18 At the fomation of the ~vesleyan
Methodist Church in 1843, the total membership was 6 OOO.
Eighteen months later, this had increased to 15,000. 9 In 1843.
the membership of the Methodist Church reported 151~,624 additions
and in 1844, 102,831. 20 The loss of 6,000 members is not a
sufficient explanation for a change in policy Which risked the
loss of 500.000 members in the South. The church conservatives
formerly had been concerned about the southern reaction to abolitionism. \;lould the loss of a few thousand members or the possible secession of several thousand more, in itself, explain this
change in attitude? The South had threatened to withdraw from
the church as early as 1836. This threat had been renewed at
various intervals since that conference.
Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that the 1843
secession \vas accepted by ~e conservatives as the only solution
to the church's slavery controversy. According to a letter pub-

r

17 S\vaney, Sp;i.§£RPlh l'hE!kJlp<1iE, p. 109.
18 Elliott, GDmt SpgesstpD, p. 229, 246.
19 Hatlac1t, Anttslaven SS'Q.l£sle, p. It~l.
20 ~1cTyeire, ijiiJi.Oa.gi ~12~dj.im, p. 612.
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lished by Matlack. Dr .. Bond, editor of S;pnst~@D tldY9caJ;,o. had
coma to the conclusion that the only \.zay "to save the church in
HetV' England t'laS to get these men (abolitionists) out of the
church, bring on the crisis as soon as possible. and change the
issue of the controversy so as to divide the antislavery men of
Netl ~.ngland ••• II Bond, then, publish.ed :1 series of articles
designed to accomplish that goal. 21 I t was thought that the
secessions, however. developed and crystallized a latent antislavery spirit of the church into action.
Perhaps more important than all the preceding causes.
~yas the changing attitude in the North toward slavery and the
abolitionist program. In 1840. the ~,<'h.ig party elected William
Henry Harrison to the presi.dency. Harrison died a month later
ani; tyler became president of the United States. Florida tvas
admitted as a slave state on the first day of Tyler's adminis ....
tration. During this time period, Texas "laS seeking a.dmission
to the United States. The abolitionists opposed it on the contention that the new territory \~uld strengthen slavery sentiment. Great debates in Congress on the subject were stirring
that legislative body and the country during this quadrennium.
The Texas question, with the possibility of huge annexations of
southwestern territory, had initiated an acute phase of the
slavery quarrel. Up to 1843, slavery had merely asserted its
right to continue unmolested v.1.,er:e it ei.>;;isted. It had been
11mited by the His~ouri Compromise. When it declared its right
to expand, a host of northerners rose in opposition. They had
believed that l<ept tdthin its bounds, slavery l\'Ould ultimately
decay. It was certain that Te.."'Cas, having slavery, would enter as
a slave state. In 1843. the \Ilashington government took the
initiative in reopening the question of Tmtas annexation and by
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1844 it had become uppermost in American politics.
jlhile the Tcy..a.s question was being debated t abolitionists more and more constituted a pressure group in a constantly increasing number of northern communities. "Th.ey cap ...
tured control of the local offices, particularly the school board ,
the justices of peace, the sheriffs, and the county courts •
... "
'their influence was felt in the state goverments. n.(,.(.
The consc'r\latives in the church lool(ea fort-mrd to the
day whe.n the slaveholder would be willing to emancipate his
slaves. Similarly, many in the North believed that kept 'tdthin
its present limits, slavery t«Juld ulflaately decay. The annexation of Texas, it was believed t'JOUld infuse ne't~ energy into the
despised institution of slavery. The debates on the Texas question caused the northerner, including the churchmen, to re-think

the question of slavery. and exercised considerable influence on
the conservative shift in position.
The ninth delegated General Conference of the Hethodlst
Church met 11"1 the Greene Street Nethodist Church in Net-1 Yorl<
City on Hay 1, 1844. This vms destined to be the last one for
ninety-five years in which all Zpiscopal Hethodist~ t·7el."C to meet
together. It was one of th~ longest and momentous s~ssl.ons in
the hi stOr'll of the church. The question of slavery 'i...ihich had
been disturbing the church' s peace for nearly sixty years ,.JaG
brought to a conclusion. At this eventful meeting, the church t'la
divided into tt,,)\') separate ecclesiastical bodies; the t1ethodist
Spiscopal Church, and the Hethodist Episcopal Church, South.
Deciding the fate of the denomination t·lere 130 dele ...
gates from the thirty-three annual conferencos. The bishops
opened the session with obvious reluctance. The controversy
which was foretnost in everyone· s mi.no was avoided as long as
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possible. The Episcopal Address did not mention slavery, althoug
it dwelt at length on the missions to the Negroes. The plantation missions were on a firm foundation and only the lack of
funds prevented further expansion in the southern and western
states. The bishops reported: "Confidence in the integrity of our
principles, and the purity of our motives, which for a time was
shaken, is restored. n23 The expansion of membership for the past
four years had exceeded anything in the previous history of the
church with a record increase of nearly 375,000. 24 Every department of the church t..m.s in a prosperous condition.
On the third day of the conference, a motion to appoint
a committee on slavery survived a motion to table it. Anti slave
memorials from ten different conferences were referred to this
committee for consideration. 25 The first series of debates on
slavery began on May 7th. with the appeal of Francis A. Harding,
minister of the Baltimore conference. In February, 1844, he had
married a lady who owned a family of five slaves. At the session
of the Baltimore conference in March he was required, according
to the regulations of that body, to manumit them. Failing to
comply, he was "suspended until the next annual conference, or
until he assures the episcopacy that he has taken the necessary
steps to secure the freedom of the slaves. ft From this decision,
he had appealed to the General Confe~ence. The case for the
appellant was argued by Dr. William A. Smith, and for the Confer23 Jgurn,ls, Vol. II., p. 151.
24 McTyeire, HistorY 9f Hethodilm, p. 612.
25 Buckley, HlstorY of Het~d~!ID' p. 30, 31. Some of
the conferences were: Maine, New Engan, New Hampshire, New
York, Black River, Pittsburg, North Ohio. Ohio, and Rock River.
Memorials ~elated to coloreo testimony, che general rule on
slavery. appointment of slaveholders to various offices of the
church, etc.
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ence by Rev. John A. Collins. Smith insisted that the laws of
Maryland did not allow emancipation and that whatever the policy
of the Baltimore conference, the discipline of the church excepted ministers in such states that forbade manumission, f~om
any requirement in the matter. Collins argued that no slaveholder had ever been a member of the Baltimore conference; the
offending member knew this when he entered it, and he had the
fact before him when he married; that this regulation of the conference had been uniformly insisted on in the case of others.
Furthermore. it was maintained that notwithstanding the stringenc
of the state law, slaves had often been manumitted in Maryland
and remained undisturbed. When the final vote ,4(1S counted there
were 117 in favor of upholding Baltimore's decision with 56
opposed. Only two southern delegates voted with the majority.26
The vote on the Harding case was significant in that it
confirmed in the southern delegates' apprehension that they had
lost the conservative support. It revealed a clash between the
two irreconc~ble views on slavery with the opponents of slavery
in the majority and determined to use their power. It was an
26 liThe division was portentous. But two votes from
southern states were cast in favor of affirming the decision of
the Baltimore conference, one from Texa~ and the other from
Missouri. Among the fifty-six who voted to reverse the action of
the Bal timore conference were one from the Rock River and three
from Illinois, including the famous Peter Akers. The Philadelphia conferenc~ divided, three voting to reverse and two to sustain. The Ne\~ Jersey divided, three voting to sustain. two to
reverse. But the New York, New England, Providence, Maine, New
Hampshire, Troy, Black River, Oneida. Genesee, Erie, Bittsburg.
Ohio. North Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Baltimore conferenc~8
voted unanimously to sustain. the action of the Baltimore conference; and the Kentucky, Holston, Tennessee, Memphis, Arkansas,
t-l1ssissippi, Alabama, Georgia, Virginia, South Carolina, and
North Carolina conferences voted unanimously the other vmy, with
three of the four from Missouri, and one of the two from Texas. f1
Buckley, lliskslrx 2f liethodlE, p. 33.
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indication of the inevitability of the coming division; it showed
the impossibility of moving in any direction at the General Conference without damaging some great interest. Dr. Capers, pionee
of Negro missions, lamented: "We are in trouble, and know not
what to be at, but to pray for the divine direction." Dr. Leroy
H. Lee, delegate from Virginia, observed: "The decision is regarded here as the knell of division and disunion. tt27
With the lines clearly dra,~ between the North and the
South, the second series of debates focused on the Bishop Andrew'
case. A resolution on May 20th requested the committee on episcopacy to investigate the report that "one of the bishops of the
~lethodist Episcopal Church" had become connected with slavery.
On Hay 22nrl, that committee brought in a report wh1Ch included a
written statement from Bishop Ancrew in relation to the matter.
The gist of the confession was that several years prior to the
1844 General Conference, a lady of Augusta, Georgia, bequeathed
to Andrew a mulatto girl, stipulating that when she should be
nineteen, but then only with her consent, she should be sent to
Liberia. In the event of her refusal to go, Bishop Andrew was
to keep her and make her as free as the laws of Georgia permitted
~lhen the time came, the girl refused to be sent to Liberia or to
go to another state, aad as the laws of Georgia did not permit
manumission, Andrew was a slaveholder but not by his own choice.
Furthermore, the bishop·s wife had inherited a Negro boy. When
Mrs. Andrew died (1842) tdthout a will, by the laws of the state
of Georgia, the boy became her husband's property. Finally, the
second wife, whom he married in 1844. was a slaveholder, having
inherited slaves from her former husband's estate. The bishop
had taken the following legal action:
27 Elliott. great
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Shortly after my nk~rrlage, being unwilling to become their
otincr. regarding them as strictly hers, and the law not
permitting their emanCipation, I secured them to her by a
deed of trust.
Consequently, Bishop Andrew t~S a slaveholder but he had never
bought or sold a slave. 28
The first motion following the receipt of the committee·s report called for the immediate resignation of the bishop.~
It was later modified by the Findley substitute which stated that
it is nthe sense of this General Conference that he desist from
the exercise of this office as long as this impediment remains. u3
The debates continued for two weeks serving to illustrate the
dilemma. of the Hethodist Church.
The North took the position that the whole tenor of the
Discipline was against a slaveholding bishop. Although slaveholders had been tolerated in the church, it was only through
necessity. The practice of the church had been against a slaveholding bishop; Dr. Capers had been refused the office of bishop
1n 1836 because of his connection with slavery.3l As a matter of
expediency, a slaveholding bishop could not travel 1n certain
areas of the Hethod1st Church. Furthermore, it was argued. the
action against Andrew was not punitive but temporary. His name
was to remain in the Minutes, Hymn book, and Discipline. Finally
the General Conference had full authority to make any new rules
it deemed advisable. Since there was nothing in the restrictive
laws which prohibited the removal or suspension of a bishop, the
General Conference had the power to do it.
The South contended that Bishop Andrew had violated no
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rule of the Discipline in his becoming involved with slavery.32
The only provision in the Discipline which permitted action
against a bishop related to character. It was agreed by all of
the delegates that the bishop was a man of stainless personal
character and one who had been zealous for the spiritual welfare
of the Negroes. I t was argued that the 1840 General Conference
ruling on the Westmoreland petition allowed officials of the
church in certain states to own slaves~ The southern spokesmen
interpreted this as applying to bishops. Furthermore. if Andrew
had done tvrong. he could be deposed only after formal charges
were presented and an ecclesiastical trial conducted. This had
not been done. Finally, the South insisted that the bishop had
acted in accordance with the spirit of Christianity 1n his re ....
fusal to turn his slaves out without their permission.
As the debates continued. the crisis deepened. The
bishops proposed a postponement of the whole matter for another
quadrennium hoping to avert a split. Some of the bishops who
had originally concurred in the proposal later withdrew their
names, having discovered that it would not accomplish its purpose. The proposal was tabled With a vote of ninety-five to
eighty-four. Immediately. thereafter. the vote was taken on the
Findley substitute which called upon the bishop to "desist from
the exercise of this office as long as the impediment remains. Sf
The Findley substitute was passed by a vote of 110 to 68. 33
Several days later the delegates of the slaveholding conferences
made a declaration to the effect

32 Journal, Vol. II., p. 98.
33 SJ.1RB. p. 74.
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that the continued agitation on the subject of slavery
and abolition in a portion of the church; the frequent
action on that subject in the General Conference; and
especially the extra-judicial proceedinas against Bishop
Andrew, which resulted. on Saturday last. in the virtual
suspension of him from his office as superintendent. must
produce a state of things in the South which renders a
continuance of the jurisdiction of this General Conference
over these conferences inconsistent with the success of
the ministry in the slaveholding states. 34
The southern delegates conti~ued in the General Conference until the final adjournment and. immediately after the
close of the Conference, plans were underway for the formation of
a separate General Conference in the South. The offiCial withdrawal came in May of 1845. at which time. thirteen of the conferences in the farther South tdthdrew from the Methodist Bpi 8eopal Church and formed the Methodist Episcopal Church. South. 35
Looking back over the 1844 General Conference proceedings, two powerful factions, the slaveholding South and the
northern abolitionists, confronted each other in a struggle which
resulted in the tragic rupture of the Methodist Church. Between
the two opposing forces were the co.t1servatives 'Who had formerly
cast their vote with the South on the slavery controversy. For
more than a year, those who made up this fast vanishing faction.
had been rapidly assuming an attitude of antagonism toward the
South.
The Episcopal Address. in opening the 1844 General
Conference, had attempted to sidestep the issue by dwelling at
great length on the t~rk of plantation missions in the South.
The appeal of Harding provoked the first series of debate. on the
slavery issue. The vote on this case tvas a striking victory for
34 Buckley, Htst9IX pf Metbodism. p. 84.
35 ~.t p. 115.
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the antislavery forces and indicated to the South that the conservatives had deserted them. The Bishop Andrew case was a continuation of the debates which thrashed out moral, ecclesiastical
and constitutional questions. All of the issues which had been
the focal point of controversy during the past fifteen years
\~re thoroughly and passionately discussed.
As the weeks of debates continued, it became more certain that the parting of the
tvay had come.
There were not many of the participants who evidenced
an understanding of the true situation. Stephen Olin's speech
\'1aS the only one ~vhich exhibited a full comprehension and just
estimate of all sides of the subject. Olin, delegate from New
York, was as familiar with the South as he was with the North.
He explained the rise of abolitionism in New England and the
northem states and insisted that Uthe measures which seem at
this time to unite the North in sympathy have ncnor1g1nated \4th
abolitionists, usually so called. n For example, the r~ew York
and Troy conferences were not and "never had been abo11tion conferences; they had firmly opposed that movement"; and that
generally speaking, northem Nethodists regarded "slavery as a
great evil, though not necessarily a sin." Olin then referred
to the cause of the antislavery sentiment in the North. He
credited it to the environment, newspapers, election campaigns,
and political literature. He concluded his analysis of northern
sentiment by observing: uThe difficulties of this question, then,
do not arise chiefly from its relation to abolitionism in the
church, but from the general condition of feeling among the
people of the non-slaveholding states. 1f In other words, the conservatives in the church deserted the Soudi and joined hands with
the abolitionists because the conservative vie'tv 'WaS now. more in
agreement with the cause of the abolitionists than with that of
the South.
Finally, Olin analyzed the situation in the South and
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the difficulties confronting the Nethodist Church in vie't·, of the
changing attitude to't·m.rd slavery. The South, he argued could not
accede to the wishes of the northern brethren:
if they concede that holding slaves is incompatible with
holding their ministry, they may as well go to the Rocky
Hountains as to their own sunny plains. The people would
not bear it.. They feel shut up to their principles on
this point • .;i6
The predominant issue of the 1836 General Conference
was the critical situation of the church program. The slavery
controversy l~'lS considered in the light of its effect on the
spiritual mission of the church. The overshado'tvtng question of
the 1840 General Conference was conference rights. The prosperity of the past quadrennium was attributed to the procedure
follo\\1od by the bishops in suppreSSing abolitionism. The 1844
General Conference became the forum for the discussion of the
slavery question 't..ttich had often been submerged by what appeared
to be more important matters. Although the bishops tried to
evade the issue of slavery in 1844, it could not be pushed aside.
Regardless of the consequences, this General Conference was
forced to face the issue and as Olin stated: HI do not believe,
that if our affairs remain in their present position, and this
General Conference do not speak out clearly, however unpalatable
it may be, we cannot go home under this distracting question
\4thout a eertalnity of breaking up our conferences. 1f37 The
delegates accepted the distressing task and \dthin a few weeks
the Largest Protestant denomination in American had to announce
that sectional division \'188 their only ans'tver to the slavery
controversy.

36J2YhPA1. Vol. II •• p. 55.
37
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Chapter VII.
Retrospect
Pierre Renouvin, dean of diplomatic historians, strbsse
certain profound forces that influence the decisions of diplomats
Religious leaders are not immune to the effect of these pressures
\vhich frequently have more influence on decisions than the issue
at hand. The 1836 crisis in the Methodist Churchfs program
dictated much of the action against the abolitionists. Similarly
the 18/.. 0 General Conference legislation on conference rights tvas
determined ,dth the church prosperity in mind. It was not mere
coincidence that the Hethodist conservatives gave their support
to the abolitionists at the same time the Texas question 1.mS
uppem.ost in American politics. Some knot'l7ledge of these movements, often submerged in the study of a particular issue, is
essential to a clearer understanding of the question under study.
This chapter, then. is primarly concerned with diverse developments behind the scenes.
The slavery question v~s considered to be an intruder
into the affairs of the Methodist Church. It v~s not a legitimate part of the spiritual activity of the;·church. After a force
entry was made, the church officials made a desperate attempt to
prevent th~ interloper fl.'~ disruptine the important mission of
the church. The church guides maintained that the ministry of
the church benefited civilization. It had been adopted as a
maxim from the beginning of the In41tan mission work that ItChristi
anity must precede civilization. ttl The task of the minister.
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hO\>1ever. was not to teach "human science, or to train people in
domestlc and political economy. If His mission was of a different
character. It was to "inform the understanding and reform the
heart and life, by the application of divine truth to the conscience and to the judgment. u '"/" Once this had been effected, the
rest would follow as a consequence.
The Methodists were obsessed with the idea that they
had a special mission to perfo1tn in this country, namely. "we
have from the beginning believed it to be the design of God in
raising us up, to aid in spreading SCriptural holiness over these
lands. u 3 For this and other reasons, they refused to join in
with the proposed national missionary and benevolent combinations
bocause the latter Uthreatened for a while to swallow up, and
absolutely to annihilate, every other plan of operation in our
country.·A Barnes contended that the Methodists refused to join
these united efforts because "they cared more for their sectarian
peculiarities and less for the great and substantial interests of
society. n He called them ttinveterate schismaticS" and observed
that they were highly censured by the other denominations for
their refusal to unite in the national societies. 5 As a result
of this sectarianism, the Hethodists had their own Sunday schools
publishing activities, which, Barnes concluded, was a "loss to
the nation, the Methodist
Church, efficiency, and the national
,..
benevolent movement. flO It is rather difficult to determine as to
\mether this isa fair judgplent. This sectarianism was the driving force behind many of the church t s new projects. For example,

2 Xbid., p. 294.
3 §RRfs, p .• 27. Bangs, H!§SRi£¥ of Hethgdlst Cb,yrch,p.9
4 IpJ,d., p. 9.
5 Barnes, AntilllYcrx Xwnylle, p. 18.
6 ~., p. 241.
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in order to prevent the Methodist children from being "brought
under the influence of doctrines and usages which we honestly believe t'11ll be injurious to their present and future happiness, ,,7
it was necessary to build their own schools. In 1820 all the
colleges of the land t~re under the direction of theological foes
of Methodism. It was feared that the Methodist youth might lose
their spirituality in a state university and their "antipathy
to Calvinism" in other church colleges. 8
Sectarianism, however. necessitated a constant vigilanc
on the part of the church bishops. A revival of religion in a
church of another denomination might result in the loss of many
members from the Methodist Church. I t might also gather in a
host of unchurched people that normally the Methodists could have
claimed. This was a highly competitive activity. The failure
to provide convenient places of worship in the more populous
villages of th&West resulted in the loss of members. Bangs,
church historian, wrote that others came 1n and took posseSSion,
dratdng the "population around them before we were aware of it,
and thus circumscribed the sphere of our influence in these parti
cular places. ,,9 Consequently, in order to hold on to the present
constituency and to secure new members. the Methodists had to
keep pace with the other religious groups in the building of new
churches and in keeping the "revival fires burning."
The acquiring of funds for the Methodist Church projects was a perpetual problem. The Methodists, to a great extent, had to depend on the voluntary offerings of the members.
~Furthermore. their constituency were mostly of the common people.
All during the nineteenth century. the bishops had difficulty in
7 Bangs, Htstptz 2& Hetbgdl§t ChYrch, p. 253.
8 George Prentice. ,\.].tbYf ftsk, (Cambridge: 1890), p.66
9 Bangs, Utst2£Y 2' ~etbodilC Churgh. p. 268.
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procuring sufficient funds to endow the colleges and seminaries.
The scarcity of support was partially due to opposition on the
part of some Methodists to ai.l ed!lca.ted clergy.. At the 1832
General Conference a discussion erupted over whether or not
ministers should accept doctorates from educational institutions.
The issue was debated for a week and as Brunson observed, "it
amounted to nothing. ulO It did, however, indicate that there was
still a degree of antagonism tot~rd formal education. The money
problem was intensified by virtue of the fact that the Methodists
were in competition with other institutions that were endowed
with large tunds and assisted both by annual contritutions and
occasional donations. For example, the growth of southern state
universities in the number of students and resources was of grave
concern to the Methodist leaders. These large universities were
outstripping the church colleges and the ecclesiastical influence
in those state institutions was decreasing. what disturbed the
churchmen more was the irreligious atmosphere of those schools. ll
How did the pressures of competition and fund-raising
affect the thinking the thinking of Methodist churchmen on the
slavery question? The success of the church depended on a common
and mutual interest of preacher and congregation. The sentiments
of the constituency regarding slavery had to be recognized by the
bishops of the church. For example, the abolition territory of
the Methodist Church represented less than one-tenth of the membership and total giving of the denomination. Consequently, the
issue was not so much abolitionism as it -was the determination of
a small segment of the church to dictate the policy of the whole
denomination. The 1836 decrease in membership was attributed to
the minority's agitation and the prosperity of 1840 was credited

10 Brunson. t.Jestem r\2neer, p. 392, 393.
11 Charles S. Sydnor, Ib! ~*etoRmen§
SecSlppalilID,
1§19-1848. (Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
8, P.O.
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to the majOrity·s policies toward the abolitionists. Throughout
the entire period of the controversy, the question was not
slavery, it was the threat which the un'VJelcome intruder posed to
the total program of the Methodist Church.
To \>mat degree was the ~~ethodist Church in the South
responsible for the proslavery argument and the perpetuation of
slavery? The minister has been charged with making his preaching
conform to the taste of the social order and becoming an ally of
the existing economic system. 12 Sweet. church historian, contended that the influence exerted by the church on political conditions was never so potent as during the slavery controversy,
the Civil War, and the reconstruction period. 13 W.G.Brownlow,
Methodist minister in South Carolina during this period, was
most critical of his fellow preachers. Although he agreed with
their stand on slavery, BrOWl\l~l was opposed to Calhoun's doetri
of nullification and the right of secession. Said the preacher:
I bring the charge of political preaching and praying
against the great body of clergymen in the South, irrespective of sects; and I havano hesitance in saying,
as I do now, that the ~rst class of men who make
tracks upon southern soil are Methodist, Presbyterian,
Baptist, and Episcopal clergymen, and at the head of
these for miechief are the southern Methodists. I
mean to say that there are honorable exceptions in all
these churches; but the moral mania of secession has,
been almost universally prevalent among the members of
the sacred profession.
He accused them of bringing the hotvl of secession "into their
plt'ostituted pulpits every Sabbath. nl4 It is important to note
1.2
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that Brownlow based his accusation on the fact that Methodists
were greater in number and as a result had more influence. He
maintained that the southern statesmen could not have carried the
mass of the people \~th them had the preachers been against them
of if they had bee11 neutral.
These judgments have far reaching implications and must
be studied critically. The Methodist Church in the South was
very close to the masses of the people but its influence among the
aristocrats was most limited. It must be remembered that the
South had a stratified society. Only a minority of southern
whites were slaveowners and only a small number of thos~ held
slaves in any large numbers on the southern plantations. Out of
the ftve or six million white people in 1841. only about onethird were in slaveholding families. Approximately two per-cent
of the slaveholdlng families owned great plantations and fifty or
more slaves. This small minority formed a highly privileged
class, maintaining its primacy by force of intellect and politica
acumen. Salmi this class were the farmers t\'h.o otmed only a fet\'
slaves, and the profeSSional classes, the lawyers, phYSicians,
clergymen, and teachers. These people were dependent upon the
aristocracy for their incomes and ~rere in close alliance with
them. Most of the farmers, however, 'W'ere unprogressive and made
up a some\~t lower stratum in society.1S The political power
lay with the aristocracy, and with this class, the Nethodists had
little influence. Elkins contends that the church could do
nothing: Ults rural congregations were full of humane and decent
Christians, but as an institution of authority and power it had
no real existence. u16 It can be argued that the church was
I
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respected not because of its message but for whatever support it
might render to the civil institutions of the South.
The traditional policy of the Methodists \·18.S to remain
politically ueutral. The mission of the church in the world v~s
~LE a spiritual nature.
I t was the responsibility of all Methodists to obey the civil authorities. The church had no commission to reconstruct society afresh or "to adjust its elements in
different proportions, to rearrange the distribution of its
classes, or to change the fotms of its political constitutions." 1
Slavery, as a civil institution, t·ms outside thf,;? domain of church
authority. The church had no more right to urge its extermination than it did to advocate the overthrow of the repUblic. This
t~S not a policy that had been hurriedly adopted When the slavery
question became acute; it was as old as the denomination.
The southern Methodists apparently yielded to the pressure of what they thought to be the interests of their section.
They evidenced a sincere concern for the common man. The Methodists in the South, from their earliest days, had manifested a
genuine concern for the spiritual needs of the Negro. This l«trk
among the colored people ~1aS not just an individual expression of
a fe~l clergymen but it represented the broad humanitarian character of the denomination in the South. lS The plamtation missions,
it must be admitted. were at the mercy of the wealthy owners.
The purpose of the missions to the plantations was to destroy the
evils t~thout abolishing the system. The missionary did accept
the validity of the relationship bettveen master and slave. The
argument t..n.ich insists that the plantation missions became the
chief moral barrier to abolition is not without some foundation. l
It must not be forgotten, however, that the good t~rk accomplicne
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by the missions \YaS thought to be possible only by an acceptance
of the slavery institution. The tendency of the Negro to associate his religion t~th his politics made the work of the missions
more perilous. A" \v. Tourgee wrote:
The helplessness of servitude left no room for hope except
through the trustfulness of faith. For this reason, the
relifious and political interests and entotions of this
peop e are quite inseparable. \.Jherever they meet to 'WOrship, there they will meet to consult of their plans,
hopes, and progress. Thetr religion is tinged with political thought and theit' political thought is shaped by
religious convictions. 20
Partly because of this, certain passages of the Bible were considered off-limits to the white missionary. especially, the story
of the Hebretvs' liberation from Egyptian bondage. 21
Although the efforts of the plantation missionaries
'Vlere fraught with obstructions and hazards. the southern Nethod1sts did more for the religious instruction of the slave than
did northern Methodists for the Negro freedman. 22 R.tv.Bailey of
South Carolina called this fact to the attention of Asa CUmmings,
abolitionist editor 1n l'taine. He pointed out that 1n South
Carolina only one-ninth of the whites over against one-seventh of
the slaves 'tvcre church members. He added:
You have in New England 20,000 and in the free states more
than 100 000 Negroes. I snould be glad to see a comparison of their religious condition with our slaves in this
one item. Do you believe that one-t\-1entieth of them are
church members? And ",1111 you find., i" New England, as
here, a greater proportion of b1acks.:than whites in the
churches? 23
The Episcopal l\ddress to the 1844 General Confarence lashed out
at the church's treatment of Negroes in those states t'l.ttere slavery did not exist. There were four conferences without a colored
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eight others with an aggregate number of 463; and that
in fifteen, almost half of, the conferences in the Methodist Churc ,
and some of them among the largest in both ministry and membership, the total number of colored members was 1,309. For example
"in the city of Baltimore alone there are nearly four times the
number of colored people in the church that 1;\fe find in the fiftee
';5
conferences referred to •••• u"""
In 1844 there were 68 plantation missions; 11 missionaries; 21,063 members and a. budget of

$168.450. From 1830 to 1865, more than tt~ million dollars ~as
expended in this missionary endeavor. 26 So far as can be determined the abolitionist conferences contributed no financial
assistance to the plantation missions and refused to recognize
them in virtually every annual conference session.
Although the Methodist abolitionists did hinder the
progress of plantation missions, they cannot be held responsible
for the failure of any southern progress toward the disappearance
of slavexy. Many southern clergyme.n were convinced that encourag
ing efforts had been made toward the destruction of slavery, or a
least its mitigation, but that this progress was being destroyed
by the effects of abolitionist literature. Jenkins points out
that the positive defenses of slavery on the basis of scripture
began appearing in the late 1820's ~~eh would place such proslavery support prior to the rise of abolitionism. 27 Tyler concurs in this vie,,,., nthe full southam defense of slavexy was
fo~atcd before, rather than after, the attacks of the abolitionists. lila 3:unson. delegate to the 1832 General Conference.
r
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said there ~'1aS such a sensitiveness at that time in the public
mind on the subject. uespecially in the slave reglons. that the
slightest allusion to the race in bondage. whether church or
state. was ~ike the spark thrown upon powder, explosion was sure
to follot'..-. n",9 Charles s. Sydnor agrees 't.n.th this interpretation:

Although the abolition movement was followed by a decline
of antislavery sentiment in the South, 1t must be remembered that 1n all the long years before that movement began. no part of the South had made substantial progress
toward ending slavery. The free and full discussion in

Virginia in 1832 t·ms not clear enough to tl7arrant prophecy
as to what the South \'1Ould have donol had it not been disturbed by the abolitionists, but it 19 at least certain
that before the crusade began, ~8uthern liberaliam had
not ended slavery in any state.
Furthermore, the South, same authors contend, put Garrison on the
tnap in the 110rth: uTIle Lj.bemtpI was not widely read in the North
nor did Garrison's pOSition win many supporters there. In its
first year it had fifty ",mite subscribers and two years later
only four hundred, n Tyler then concluded that it was the "southern enemies" that made the Libei:itgr famous. the furious comments of the southern. editors, coupled with a "reprinting of its
most radical statements in the editorial columns of avety important southern paper" that gave the southern educated Negro access
to the "obnoxious ideas n of the ltipeatgr.31
Consequently, the influence of the 1t!ethodist Church in
the South when viel~d in the light of the highly stratified
southern society, \'18.S comparatively small. The policy of noninvolvement in political affairs and the t:tethodist traditional
conviction that man must be submissive to the la,qs and government ruled out any attack on slavery., There was cause for

29 Brunson, HeiliG,n fj.9negi. p. 391.
30 Sydnor, RPYtne;g ~9q&~QDil~§W. p. 243.
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legitimate critieism of the southern churchmen's position on
slavery, but it must be admitted that the l-1ethodists in the South
did more for the spiritual ".;elfare of the Negroes than did the
northern Hathod1sts for the freedman. Although the abolitionists
'ware not tile cause of the failure of antislavery efforts in the
South during the early nineteenth century. the abolitionist agitation did imperil plantation missions. Finally, in attempting
to curb the supposedly radical propaganda of C,arri90n. the southerner unwittingly helped spread the abolit1onist doctrine in both
the North and South.
nle abolitionist was considered to be the trouble-maker
in the Hethodlst slavery controversy. The ala-very issue. to the
modem abolitionist", was all moral. It could nbt be considered
in terms of expediency or compromises. It was a problem afthe
consc1ence. Parrtngtonts description of Garrison is representative of the movement:
There were no shade s in his thinking· but only black and
tvhite, righteousness and sin. ~:~~pea!ence \\13S not in his
vocabularJ_ He tvas as narrow as he was intense. He was
a religious soul and he measuregryall things by the principles of primitive Christianity.
The primary concern of the abolitionist 'WaS not the
abolition of slavery; it was Uthe duty of rebuke '\.mich every inhabitant of the free states oWe to every slaveholder. II The
f1rst step ,vas to denounce the evil. ureforming the ev1l was
incident1al to that primary obligation. ,,33 Revivalism was
greatly responsible for the abolitionist determination to root
out the ev11 of slavery. It may also have contributed to the
movement's iMb1lity to comprehend the comple:{lty of the social.
4,
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political, and religious aspects of the slavery question for the
nation, and particularly, the South. Revivalism "reduced everything to a matter of simple choice, Christ or the devil, sin or
goodness, infidelity or faith ••• but there are issues in life,
even in faith, which are not always a simple matter of choice. u
Brauer ,d,sely observed: "Simplifying the issues through emotional
appeals'made choices easier, but it overlooked many basic problems. n34 Abolitionism took no account of the difficulties and
dangers involved in wholesale liberation of the slaves. The
agitators were mindful of the rights of man but unmindful of the
union wllich was necessary to attain and preserve those rights.
The att<'lcks on the institutional structure of the church and the
federal government manifested an appalling ignorance of the value
of these national bodies. Consequently, 'V.men tha ,eX" came Uthare
t\laS no church vl1th a na.tlonal scope, 'It'.1hich in its concern 'With
the nation's morals tvould be forced to operate on intersectional
terms. 1135 Had the church renk'linea united, the situation might
have been less tragiC.
The abolitionist t s condemnation of slavery often bore
the marks of hypocrisy.. He could make this decision against
slavery since it aid not counter but actually coincided {dth his
economic interests. In the nAppesl" published by the abolitionis
conferences of the ~~ethodist Church, it was urged that everyone
pray for the slaves. In the same publication, there 'WaS no recognition of the practical efforts of the plantation missionaries
and no offer of financial support to make more such projects
possible. Furthermore. during all the years of abolitionist agitation, every little vlaS done for the religious instruction of
34 Brauer, P£2tei&aptisw ~
35 Elins, aLayery, p. 201.
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the Negro except by the church in the South. Some would contend
that the abolitonist radical did more harm than good and that the
conservative antislavery faction in the Methodist Church rescued
the abolitionist cause.
Emerson's estimation of the reformer's
attack on institutions is a fitting characterization of the
modern abolitionists:
The criticism and attack on institutions tvhich we have
witnessed has made one thing plain, that society gains
nothing whilst a man, not himself renovated, attempts to
renovate things around him; he has become tediously good
in some particular, but negligent or narrow in the rest;
and hypocri~r and vanity are often the disgusting result. 36
Underneath the slavery controversy tvithin the Hethodist
Church, there were pressures which reached far beyond any particular religious body. For example, there was a deep and fundamental religious cleavage between the North and South during
this period. By the 1830's New England's William Ellery Channing
and Unitarianism had captured the greater churches of Boston.
Channing rejected the orthodox doctrines of the divinity of
Christ and salvation by grace.. The major dogmas of Calvinism;
total depravity, predestination, and a God of wrath were abandoned •. Transcendentalism taught that man lms born with a spark
of the divine and not in sin; it raised the level of human
achievem.ent to the· skies. Theodore Parker, in t-1ay, 18 l .1, preache
a sermon on uThe Transient and Permanent in Christianity" in
which he rejected a supernatural~SM established on the authority
of the Scriptures. He adopted the conception of an evolutionary
theism: "God progressively revealing himself to the developing
faculties of men and speaking through the conscience. n 37 His
political philosophy represented a blending of English and
l
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French libertarianism of the 17th and 18th centuries, from
"Sidney, Locke, and Rousseau, the greatest leaders of the natural
rights school. ,,38
At the same time that liberalism and rationalism "-Jere
invading New England, conservative orthodoxy vms becoming master
of the South. By 1830, Deism and skepticism in one generation,
g
had practically been erased from the South. 3 Conservative
orthodoxy's remarkable success has been traced to three primary
causes. First, the aggressive efforts of the Methodist, Baptist,
and Presbyterian churches; secondly, the excesses of the French
Revolution encouraged the orthodox to wage a campaign against all
infidelity. The third contributing factor to the success of
orthodoxy in the South was the support which a literal interpretation of the 8ible gave to the pro-slavery argument. Only a
minority of southam whites \\1ere slave-owners and only a small
number of those held slaves in any large number on the great
southern plantations. Consequently, the pro-slavery men had to
devise some foundation for slavery which would win the support of
a majority of people in the South who had no slaves of their own
to preserve from eaa.ncipation. Schlesinger argues that the
Jacksonian movement did not at first overthrow the control of
the planter aristocracy within the older states of the South. 40
In the exciting presidential election of 1832, only one-third of
the white males voted. 41 Eaton maintains that it was the aristoc
racy t~th large property at stake that was responsible for the
policy of silence enforced in the ~thern states. This policy,
I
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he contends tms fixed in the 1830' s. \4hile it is true that the
common man "vas becoming politically minded t the aristocrat was
still in cOl'ltrol and po,,,,eriul enough to dominate the government
and temper of society. liZ
The low standards of education and prevailing attitudes
toward the importance of learning in th.a South, made the ari8to.~·
crat's rule somewhat easier. Franklin comments that "1n many
quarters the pursuit of education was regarded as a reckless
waste of time. n In 1837, the Governor of Virginia. reported that
one-fourth of all those who applied for marriage licenses in
43
ninety-three counties of that state could not sign their names.
The l1ethodist Church had its greatest success among the
common people.,' ·There were no educational requirements for entering the Hethodist ministry at this time. Quite often the minister wad distinguished more for zeal than for learning. Many of
the preachers could not give their ubdivided attention to spiritment
ual duties for they had to 'supple!' th.eir scanty pay by farming
or some other occupa:1on. 44 During this period, 1828 to 1844,
the po-wer of the Methodist Church in detenuining the pro-slavery
policy of the South \..ras sma,ll. This was not necessarily twe
after 1850 for the future leaders of the South, the non-aristocrat planters, fully nine-tenths of them. were members of the
l-1ethod1st, Baptist, and Presbyterian churches. 45
42 lW.., p. 87, 88. In Kentucky and the four seaboard
states above Georgia, democracy was not instituted in the county
government during the firot half of the 19th century. South
Carolina h3d a highly centralized government ,dth the power in
the legislature. North Carolina made no important concessions;
Virginia made only a fCt;1 changes. Changes were taking place in
Alabama, Hississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Texas during the
first ~11f of the 19th centu~/: C~vernments were popularly e1ecte
and the county government became democratic. Sydnor, Sect-iona1ia ..
t.3 •.lohn H. Fran1(}.ln. t111"Sawt §Quth, (1956), pc 40.

44 Sydnor,

~@ct&QDI~"Im. p.

45 ~J.J .Cash,
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41.

tIle §gyth, (NetV' York: 19 ft1), p.56.
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The church became a. convenient instrument in the hands
of the aristocracy for the most effective weapon of the proslavery men tVClS the Bible. It was the cornerstone on which the
moral defense of slavery rested. l.Jhereas the philosophical argument would not have reached the common man, the words of the
Bible tvera already part of his limited vocabulary. The South
became the citadel of conservative theology. With pride, it
pointed to this conservatism, to its freedom from M01!'mOnism.
Millerism, Shakers, Rappi~ts. Dunkers, Socialists, Four1erists,
and rationalists. William Miles, southern spokesman, attributed
this to domestic slavery. He said, "There is no material here fo
such characters to operate upon. r/.;6 The South considered itself
the last great bull-lark of orthodox Christianity. "From the pulpit the word went forth that infidelity and a new paganism masking under the name of science t~S sweeping the world. The God of
the Yankee tvas not God at all but the Anti-Christ loosed at last
from the pit. ,A7 The South· s religious leaders profe a.ed to be
shocked at the unorthodoxy of New England; its Unitarianism,
Transcendentalism. and the curious religious and social experiments, particularly in upstate New York. 48 Furthermore. the Sout
resented being told that they were sinners by the North. especial
1y by Ne\1 England whom most of them believed to have rejected the
fundamental tenets of Christianity.
The higher law argument of the North presented a problem to the pro-slavery men. The 11issourl Debates had been
epochal in the history of the slavery question. Northerners had
contended that the antislavery doctrine represented a law higher
than either the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution.

[.6 Sydnor, Sest1pD!lism, p. 337.
47 Cash, U~~ 2£ ~gu,h, p. 80.
l.8 Sydnor, §estJ,gu1 1siQh p. 295.
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Slavery was incompatible 'tdth natural laws, with divine will, and
't-v.Lth the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution. The
higher law approach clearly unplied to the South that their consCiatlCa t'lac corrupt and unreliable as a guide in comparison vnth
the superior moral ana religious insights of the abolitionists.
The South then attacked abolitionism as a doctrine of infidel
origin. The spirit of rationalism rather than that of Biblical
Christianity formed the basis of the modern speculation concernin
the rights of man. The seuthern aristocracy had reference to the
European ideas t~ieh had st~lated the New England reformers.
The Age of Enlightenment accented the inalienable rights of man
to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Rousseau. Schelling. Schlegel t Lessing, and other Romanticists had il'lfluenced
American thinking. Saint Simon looked forward to the reorganization of society on the nel\' principles of socialism. In order
to bring to the support of slavexy all the white elements in the
South. there had to be nsome powerful justification based on
race superiority. If For this reason, nthe • facts' of history,
the 'teachings· of the Bible and the 'principles' of economics,
had to be redefined. n 49 Men l<Jere not born free and eqUc'll; Cal ...
houn declared that they flare born SUbject not only to parental
authority, but to la,,\17, and institutions of the country mere
born. n50
.
Finally. the moral argument became the basis for secession. The justification for southern secession
dre,\.] much from the school of the moralists. They held
that secession 't'1aS as much a moral as a political necessity,
for no people could work out their destiny in a nation
per.Jadt3d ,·Jith ratl0.na.listic and atheistig principles, such
as the old goverment was founded upon. 51

49 lhld•• p. 46.
50 F~a.nklin, Htl:1tMt ap\l;lh p. 81.
51 Jenkins, Pm-§lmrcty ::\.bQyghj:. p. 239.
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The orthodox clergymen joined in the attack on the ~:altation of
reason and the declaration that all men are equal. The ruling
order of the South had latched on to a t-leapon whose effectiveness
must have amazed even the aristocracy. Contributing to the
success of the instruments, the Bible and orthodox religion, \~S
the "idea that the spirit of raCionalism exemplified by abolition
\\'Ould inevitably lead to a repetition of the French Revolution
52 It is interesting to note that, whereas the southern
••• • u
chu~hmen direct9d their attack against the New England liberals,
the abolitionist strength in the l830·s t~s centered more in the
Baptist B.nd ~1ethodist groups who had accepted the literal interpretation of the Bible and tvere vigot'Ous opponents of the Uni ...
tarians and Transcendentalists.
It has been said that history is the result of man's
interaction 't,;rith his environment and of man with his fello\'1 man.
The role of environment is often a clue to the economic and socia
organization of agiven people. For cy..ample, the southerner was
forced to see slavery in the concrete, \..,.hile the New Englander
saw it in the abstract. slavery was part of the social life of
the South. It was an integral part of the domestic and indusi;:rial institutions of society. Slavery was recognteed and regulated by civil law.
For one hundred years the ships of Bristol. Liverpool,
and Boston had been unloading captive slaves upon the
shores of what 1s now the United States and the unquestioned usuages of Christian kings and goverl1ll'1ents, of
churches, of ministers, and neople had ~l7rought them into
the fabric of the community.53
,
The policy of slavery had been riv*ted upon society in the South
ldthout any consideration of the wishes of the people.

52 Jenkins,

Pb9-~layety

53 McTyeire, B~I&9E¥
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Ihggr,ht, p. 240, 241.
Hetbgdl8i, p. 225.
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Similarly t the climate of NetoJ' England made antislavery
sentiment easy to endorse. New England was considered a "fertile
seed plot" for fads and e,(travagances. There were sane and progressive social movements but there 'tvas also a tendency to\\l'ard
fanatician. ~"urthermore, communications with Europe, and a
greater interest in education made European ideas more powerful
here than in the South. As one tmter said:
They are abolitionists naturally and inevitably, because
they breathe the atmosphere of this country ••• because
the sea is open to free adventure, and their freighted
ships bring home periodicals and boollOs from all the
countries of EuroRc, tinged, or if any prefer, infected
~¥ith. these viet<1s. 54
The role of environment t\laS evident in the 1844 General
Conference debates relating to the office of the bishop in the
Hethodist Church. The South saw in the effort to unseat one of
their bishops an attack upon the episcopacy as "tvell as upon their
own social institution. Heither side v18.S able to realize the
ideas and forces 't,nlich separated them. The North took the position that the bishop was simply an officer of the General Conference wi:th no extraordinary powers inherent in himself. 5S The
South contended that the episcopacy was a coordinate part of the
church's government, just as ,m.s the General Confel;ence. one
branch eould not destroy the other and only after due process and
trial tvith a pttoven charge of personal or official dereliction
could a bishop be removed. There were greater pressures behind
this controversy. "'l'he bishop through the years had come to
occupy a proportionately stronger position in the South than in
the North. n The very name, bishop, had meant more in Virginia
than in l·1assachusetts. The social organization of the South with
a sn18.11 ruling class l-ouuld be more friendly to Ifbishop as be-

54 J9~h. Vol. II •• p. 105.
55 lUtd •• p. 116.
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longing to the traditional class than could be expected in the
democratic North. u56 The thinking of the Hethodist delegates at
the crucial conference of 1844 was not divorced from their
cultural and social traditions.
The play of environment was intensified by the limitations of communication betlveen the North and South. The method-<
of ascertaining public sentiment in different areas of the nation
was much circumscribed.. The Methodist preachers in 1844 lcnew
very little about conditions outside their own annual conference.
Iii a situation of this leind,' misunderstanding was widespread.
One participsfit: observed that only one speaker at the 1844
General Conference evidenced a full comprehension of the controversy which split the denomination. This confusion as to the
intents of the various factions is demonstrated time after time.
The northern societies did very little to incite the slaves to
revolt but it was enough for the southerners to believe that the
abolitionists ~~re active and might become more dangerous.
Franklin Baumer has suggesed that ideas influenced action in hi$tory as much by people's misunderstanding of them as by their
understanding of them. 57 Had there been better means of cOlmlunication between the North and South and had those lines of information remained open. the Methodist Church might have reconciled
its opposing factions.
Although economic. SOCial, political, and religious
forces play an important role in the decisions of men, they do
not rule out the Significance of the individual. The Methodist
Church was made up of people ~)o entertained certain convictions.
These beliefs ) ::;~) a certain degree, determined their actions.
56 Nolan B. Harmon, lbe Qrsan1;atsioD 0& tbg l;lekllgdi.st:
(1948), p. 41, 42.
57 Fraru::lin L. Baumer,1flntellcctual History and Its
U
problems Abe Jo9t"M1. gg Iodsm Hi§tsU;l!, XXI, (September, 1949) t
p. 191-20 j •
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of the ministers considered some issues of greater importance than others. For the Hethodist abolitionists. purity of
the church was more essential than unity, peace. and harmony.
Purity. as defined by them, t«)uld require the church to completel
sever itself from all who were connected with slavery. The consequences of such an act were not to be considered. The conservatives. however, insisted that unity and peace t'1Cre the most
necessary for only then could the spirttual mission of the church
be accomplished. t~erc did these churchmen receive these conflicting convictions? t.Jhy did one demand purity and the other
unity?
Another question involved in this controversy 'V1aS: To
tmat degree ,vere any of the oppsing factions concerned about the
'l;t.lGlfare of the Negro? Some have argued that the abolitionists
"mre desirous (mly desirous of voicing their disapproval of
slave1'Y and condetl''''''ationof the slaveholder. If the Methodist
abolitionist \lJere ful.l of compassion for the Negro, vmy didn't
they devise Bonte practical plan for emancipation? vJhy didn't
they try to understand the complexity of the problGm from the
southern vic"t'lpoint? ~\'''hy did they do so little for the Negro in
the North? These are questions which demand an anS1iJer.
Attempting to determine the .true designs of men is
another difficulty encountered in a study of this nature. For
example, did the planter support plantation missions because a
ltmlted amount of religious instruction made the Negro more submissive or as a result of a genuine COllcern for the slave? ~,.]as
the church a force in southern society because of the moral direc
tion it might offer or for the endorsement 1i1ich it gave to the
civil institutions? vIa.s the southern reaction to New l~gland
liberalism a consequenee of deep orthodox convi@t!tPtls or did it
stem from a fear that the destruction of orthodo"-."Y 'tVQuld seri'Jusl
1mper11 the pro-slavery a.rgument? Obviously, these questions
cannot be decisively al1s't1ered. ,
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All factions in the Methodist slavery controversy
claimed the support of God; both insisted that the Bible sanctioned their position. In the Methodist Church, it was not a
controversy characterized by a dispute over orthodoxy. Both
groups supported the literal interpretation of the Bible. This
made the issue more difficult; in a sense. it ruled out any hope
for a settlement. for as S'\'1eet has so ably phrased it:
of all the classes of men Protestant ministers and
especially Hethodist ministers, are lea sf: liable to
compromise on questions Which they consider moral and a
majority of the northern Nethodist preachers having
made up their minds that slavery was a sin. no amount
of argument could induce them to consent to any compromise. On the other hand, the southern preachers
being equally convinced that slavery was not a sin,
no amount of argument could persuade them to change
their views.
Compromise bet\veen good men is always possible
't-ihen they believe the issue is not that of absolute
right and wrong. But. 'When, in their opinion, right
meets wrong at right angles, no compromise is possible. 58
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